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Abstract
High harmonic generation (HHG) in gases provides a compact and versatile
source of coherent light in the extreme ultraviolet and soft X-ray range. It
is also used to produce attosecond pulses. This thesis investigates ablation
plumes as an alternative medium to gases for HHG. Of particular interest are
the resonantly enhanced harmonics seen from certain plumes.
Resonant HHG mechanisms and emission were investigated on the micro-
scopic and macroscopic scale. Experiments were carried out in zinc and indium
plumes, using few-cycle femtosecond HHG driving pulses. These included ob-
serving the effects of varying: carrier envelope phase (CEP), pulse duration,
chirp, bandwidth and polarisation of the driving field. These results were com-
pared to theoretical simulations, using the Four Step Model.
The experimental results showed strong resonant harmonics in both zinc,
at 19.1 eV and indium, at 19.7 eV, 20.5 eV and 22.3 eV. These were in good
agreement with known autoionising-ground state transitions thought to cause
the enhancements. The harmonics were dependent on the driving beam el-
lipticity, showing free election mechanisms are involved. They were found to
be weakly CEP dependent, but sensitive to the peak intensity of the driving
IR field. Using Young’s slit diffraction patterns, direct measurements of the
spatial coherent properties were made. The fringe visibility, V , measured was
high, proving good spatial coherence with: VZn = 0.74 and VIn = 0.66. These
were better than that measured from argon gas, VAr = 0.47, under similar
experimental conditions.
The first attempts to use ablation plumes to produce gas phase targets from
a solid were carried out, using uracil and thymine targets. Harmonics were seen
in uracil however, not from thymine. Time of flight and debris analysis of the
plume attributed this to fragmentation of the thymine molecules.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Femtosecond chemistry and attosecond sciences are pioneering research areas. They
involve the real time investigation of systems operating on the timescales of fem-
toseconds (10−15 s) and attoseconds (10−18 s), respectively. These areas of research
have become possible with the generation of light pulses on the femto and attosecond
scale. Their applications and achievements include probing molecular and electron
dynamics [1–3] and even the control of these processes – leading the way for designer
chemistry, faster electronics and a better understanding of nature’s most fascinating
mechanisms, such as photosynthesis [4–7].
These areas of science and their insight on molecular and atomic dynamics are
invaluable to the scientific community as a whole. Therefore continued research and
experimental developments of producing stable attosecond pulse trains (APTs) and
isolated single attosecond pulses (SAPs) are essential. The most common method
of producing APTs and SAPs is by using a strong-field phenomenon known as high
harmonic generation (HHG). HHG is a non-linear process, where by focusing laser
pulses into a medium, usually a gas, interactions lead to the generation of odd high
harmonics of the optical frequency of the laser pulse.
Not only can HHG be used to produce APTs and SAPs, it also brings about
the generation of light in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) (range 50–150 eV) and soft
X-ray range. HHG is proving in many cases to be a more desired option to other
methods of providing short-wavelength light, such as X-ray lasers [8, 9] and free-
electron lasers [10, 11]. The appeal is that X-ray lasers can have relatively poor
spatial coherence and free electron lasers are large, costly and hence a limited resource.
HHG is a source of spatially and temporally coherent radiation and can be relatively
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practical to implement in a lab with the increased availability of commercial, high-
power, infrared (IR), ‘table top’ lasers. Again this gives more motivation for the
continued research and development into HHG process.
This thesis looks into the HHG process specifically in ablation plumes: a plume
that is produced from ablating a solid target with a laser source. Using ablation
plumes opens the door to explore HHG from elements otherwise unavailable in gaseous
form. Of particular interest is HHG in lightly ionised ablation plumes which have
shown, in some cases, resonantly enhanced harmonics [12–14]. These resonantly en-
hanced harmonics are the main investigation of this research project. The three main
aims are: i) to better understand the reason for them; ii) to better characterise the
resonant HHG emission and compare it to that of non-resonant ablation plume and
gas HHG and iii) to improve the reproducibility of the resonant harmonics, allowing
for use in scientific applications.
1.1 Organisation of this thesis
This thesis first introduces the reader to the relevant background theory and past
experiments. This is to give the reader a understanding and context of the experi-
ments and results presented in this thesis. A general introduction to HHG in ablation
plumes is given.
A detailed description of the experimental set-up used to collect data throughout
this thesis, is outlined and explained. This includes a description of the chirped pulse
amplification laser system that was used and the relevant theory behind how few-
cycle IR pulses are generated to drive the HHG process. A detailed description is
also given of the target system and time of flight mass spectrometer, designed and
built specifically for the research in this thesis.
This thesis then presents results and findings from experiments that aim to bring
more insight and understanding of the HHG emission seen from ablation plume HHG.
Chapters 4 and 5 first look at the microscopic picture of resonant ablation plume
HHG. These experiments take a detailed look at the resonant harmonic spectra seen
from zinc and indium plumes. Investigations include varying the ablation conditions,
as well as the IR driving conditions, in an attempts to better understand the mech-
anisms involved in the producing the resonant harmonics. These results are then
compared to theoretical simulations in attempt to confirm the processes occurring.
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Chapter 6 then takes a look at the more macroscopic picture of the resonant ab-
lation plume emission. It investigates the collective propagation properties of the
resonant harmonics. Specifically, for the first time, the spatial coherence of the res-
onant HHG emission is studied. Comparisons to the spatial coherence properties of
non-resonant HHG emission from both ablation plumes and gases, are also made.
Finally, in Chapter 7 investigations to use ablation plumes in a wider applicative
sense are made. Results from the first attempts to use ablation plumes to investigate
HHG from molecules are presented. For this experiment uracil and thymine molecules
were used, due to biological interests of their active role in DNA and RNA processes.
Throughout this thesis, in each chapter, the results are discussed and conclusions
of the outcomes of the experiments are given. Also, in each chapter suggestions to
further work and improvements to the experiments are listed.
This thesis ends with a general conclusion section. All the key findings are reit-
erated and put into the context of the bigger scientific picture before finally, further
work and investigations on ablation plume HHG are suggested.
1.2 Author’s contribution
Chapter 2: The author designed the rotating target system and took data ensuring
its stability. The author also took a trip to CISC, Madrid to study their TOF system
and then co-adapted the design of the electrodes and co-built the TOF apparatus
shown in this chapter.
Chapter 3: Assisted in all experiments and data collection of indium spectra. Led
and acquired all data from the experiments in zinc.
Chapter 4: Collected and analysed all experimental data including writing all of the
code required for this analysis. Worked closely with the theorists who provided the
simulations, including co-organising a symposium in Russia allowing for discussions.
Chapter 5: Collected and analysed all experimental data including writing all of the
code required for this analysis. Co-wrote the paper in which this data was published.
Chapter 6: Assisted in experiments. Produced and collected the data for uracil for
SEM images. Contributed to the writing of the paper.
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Chapter 2
Theory and Background
High harmonic generation (HHG) is a strong-field laser phenomenon, first observed
in 1987 [2, 15, 16]. When a laser is lightly focused into an atomic or molecular
medium, the intensity can be such that it distorts the potential well of individual
atoms/molecules. This enables a frequency up-conversion process to occur. This
process produces coherent, odd harmonics of the incident laser frequency. In some
cases these harmonics can extend up to the ≥700th harmonic [17], generating light in
the XUV and soft X-ray regime. The targets used for HHG include gases, molecules,
atomic clusters [18] and laser induced ablation plumes [12–14,19], the latter being the
focus of this thesis. Of particular interest are the plasma resonant properties of lightly
ionised ablation plumes and how they enhance the HHG emission of particular har-
monics. This thesis investigates: the reproducibility of these ‘resonant harmonics’;
the mechanism behind the enhancements, which, currently is not well understood;
how this resonant emission compares to non-resonant HHG emission, in features such
as spatial coherence, divergence, dependence on the carrier envelope phase (CEP) and
efficiency; their dependence on ablation conditions and the driving field’s intensity
and whether HHG from ablation plumes can act as reliable alternative to gasses in
experimental applications and the production of SAPs.
This chapter introduces the reader to: strong-field physics; the famous ‘Three
Step Model’ [20, 21], a semi-classical model which gives an intuitive description of
the HHG process and its defining features and the Lewenstein model [22], a quantum
mechanical model in the strong-field approximation (SFA). HHG in ablation plumes
will then be discussed, including a brief outline of plume dynamics and examples
of harmonics already observed in ablation plumes. A description of the recently
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proposed ‘Four Step Model’ put forward by Strelkov [23] as a possible explanation for
resonant harmonics is also given. This chapter gives readers an overview of few-cycle
pulses, which will be used in the investigations to drive the HHG process. Finally,
the CEP an important feature of few-cycle pulses, will be defined.
2.1 Strong-Field Physics
A laser field focused into an atomic medium can distort the atomic potential of the
individual atoms/ions. How the atomic potential is distorted, and the effect it has
on how an electron can potentially become ionised, depends on the intensity of the
laser field. Weaker laser fields cause small perturbations to the atomic potential, this
is considered the perturbative regime. Stronger laser fields however cause a more
significant change to the atomic potential, this is known the non-perturbative regime,
see figure 2.1.
Typically in the perturbative regime, when an electron is ionised, it is by muli-
photon ionisation (MPI) [24] or above-threshold ionisation (ATI) [24]. In these cases
the electron absorbs multiple photons, gaining enough energy to escape the atomic
potential (the Coulomb potential). The non-perturbative regime gives rise to ionisa-
tion mechanisms, such as tunnel ionisation (TI) [20]: where the potential is lowered
enough to allow the electron to tunnel into the continuum and over the barrier ioni-
sation (OTBI) [25]: where the potential is lowered enough that the electron is freed.
Figure 2.1 shows an illustration of the different ionisation methods. When the elec-
tric field of the laser is such that we can access the non-perturbative regime, it is
considered strong-field physics.
2.1.1 Ponderomotive Energy and Keldysh Parameter
An important quantity in strong-field physics is the ponderomotive energy, Up, (also
known as the quiver energy). This is the cycle averaged kinetic energy that a charged
particle gains in an oscillating electric field. In the case of HHG this particle is an
electron.
Assuming the driving laser field is given by E(t) cos(ωLt) , where E(t) is the time,
t, dependent envelope of the pulse of the driving laser and ωL is the driving laser
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Figure 2.1: Different ionisation processes: a) multiphoton ionisation b) tunnel-
ionisation c) OTBI
frequency, the force on the electron is given by equation:
mex¨ = −eE(t) cos(ωLt), (2.1)
where e is the elementary charge and me is the electron mass. If we take E(t) as
constant over one laser cycle we can write: E(t) = E0. The force on the electron in
the continuum is therefore: mex¨ = −eE0 cos(ωLt). By integrating this, the velocity
can be found and hence, the kinetic energy:
1
2mex˙
2 = −e
2E20(t)
2meω2L
(sin2(ωLt)− sin2(ωLt0)). (2.2)
Taking the cycle average, the ponderomotive energy Up is given by:
Up =
〈1
2mx˙
2
〉
= e
2E20
4mω2L
= e
2I0
4mω2L
. (2.3)
where I0 is the magnitude of the intensity, I, of the field.
It is useful to have Up numerically expressed in electron volts as:
Up [eV] = 9.34× 10−20 × (λ [nm])2 × I
[
W/cm2
]
, (2.4)
where λ is the laser wavelength in nm and I is the intensity in W/cm2 of the laser
field.
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Using the ponderomotive energy the Keldysh parameter, γ, can then be defined:
γ = Ttunnel
Tlaser
=
√
Ip/2Up, (2.5)
where Ip is the ionisation potential. The Keldysh parameter gives an indication as
to how likely it is for the electron to tunnel ionise, TI as opposed to MPI and ATI
occurring. It is the ratio of the time it takes for an electron to tunnel through the
potential barrier, Ttunnel, to the oscillation period of the laser field, Tlaser [26].
MPI is most probable when individual photons have a large energy, ~ω, as fewer
photons are needed – this is usually the case for higher frequency fields and hence
when γ  1. Only in the case where Ttunnel is less than that of the inverse of the
laser frequency are electrons able to tunnel into the continuum.
When the laser frequency is low and the laser intensity strong, the time to tunnel
ionise is smaller than Tlaser, γ  1 and TI is more likely to occur. For γ ' 1 MPI,
ATI and TI can all occur.
Figure 2.2: A table showing the ionisation potentials (eV) for various atoms and ions
relevant to this work in this thesis – values were taken from ChemGlobe.org. The
Keldysh parameter and OTBI values have also been calculated assuming a driving
laser intensity of 1.3×1014 W/cm2 centred around 775 nm (experimental conditions
relevant to the work in this thesis).
As the Kelydsh parameter is dependent on Ip, its value depends on the atoms and
ions in question. Hence, TI may or may not be possible for the given laser intensity
and material. However, typically for the atoms and ions involved in experiments of
this thesis MPI and ATI occur for intensities of 1012–1013 W/cm2, TI for intensities
of 1013–1015 W/cm2 and OTBI for any intensity higher than 1015 W/cm2. Figure
2.2 gives the ionisation potentials and OTBI of the atoms and ions relevant to the
work in this thesis. Also calculated was the Keldysh parameter for these ionisation
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potentials assuming a driving laser intensity of 1.3×1014 W/cm2 centred around 775
nm (experimental conditions relevant to the work in this thesis).
2.1.2 Multi-Photon Ionisation and Above Threshold Ionisa-
tion
As previously mentioned, in MPI and ATI the electron gains enough energy to be
ionised by absorbing photons. Figure 2.1 depicts these processes. For each succes-
sive photon absorbed the electron enters a virtual state in the potential, the rate at
which each photon is absorbed must be quicker than the lifetime of the virtual state.
Otherwise the electron will relax back down into its ground state. Therefore, the
higher the photon flux the more likely it is that a photon is absorbed. In the case
of MPI the minimum number of photons needed to overcome the ionisation potential
are absorbed. The rate of ionisation is given by [24]:
ΓN = σNIN , (2.6)
where σN is the generalised cross section for the N th order process, which depends on
both the amplitude and wavelength of the electric field, I is the intensity of the laser
field and N is the minimum number of photons required for the electron to overcome
the ionisation potential.
At higher laser intensities the electron can continue to absorb electrons – this is
ATI [27]. The rate of ATI is similar to that of MPI and is given by:
ΓN+S = σN+SIN+S, (2.7)
where S is the number of additional photons absorbed by the electron in the con-
tinuum after it has ionised. The additional photons absorbed result in the electron
acquiring kinetic energy in discrete units equal to the photon energy, ~ω.
2.1.3 Tunnelling Ionisation
If the intensity is increased further, the atomic potential can become significantly
distorted by the laser field, as depicted in b) of figure 2.1. The rate and probability
of the electron tunnelling is determined by both the width of the barrier: (x1–x2).
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and the height of the barrier (V (x)–E), where V (x) is the Coulomb potential. both
decrease with increased E. The tunnelling rate is proportional to [20]:
ΓTI ∝ e−2
∫ x2
x1
√
2me(V (x)−E)
~ dx , (2.8)
whereme is the electron mass. A complete model of the tunnelling process for atoms in
strong-fields is provided by Ammosov-Delone-Krainov (ADK) theory [28] and recently
has been extended to molecules [29]. In molecules, it is of particular interest as there
is an alignment dependence on the tunnel ionisation, which can tell you which part
of the molecule is being ionised [29].
It is important to note that the phenomenon of tunnel ionisation is completely
quantum mechanical. It is part of the electron’s wave-packet that tunnels through
the barrier. There is still a probability the electron has remained in the ground state.
It cannot be explained with classical mechanics as the electron does not have enough
energy to escape the distorted potential well.
There are conflicting views as to the time taken for the electron wave-packet to
tunnel through the barrier. The times corresponding to the decay of the wave-function
under the barrier are imaginary and hence some argue the tunnelling time is instanta-
neous. Once the barrier is lowered, part of the electron wave-packet instantly appears
outside of the barrier. However, a recent publication [30] showed, using attoclock
measurements, a real tunnelling delay time over a large intensity regime.
2.1.4 Over The Barrier Ionisation
In certain cases where the laser intensity is sufficiently high, the atomic potential is
lowered such that is appears to be removed by the electron . The electron is therefore
no longer bound – this is known as OTBI and is depicted in c) of figure 2.1. The
intensity at which the barrier is removed is given by [25]:
IOTBI = 4× 109I4pZ2, (2.9)
where IOTBI is in W/cm2, Ip is the ionisation potential in eV and Z is the charge state
of the resulting parent ion. Relevant values for the atoms and ions, for the work in
this thesis, can be found in figure 2.2.
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2.2 High Harmonic Generation
HHG is a strong-field phenomenon, as tunnel ionisation occurs. The recombination
of the ionised electron to the parent ion produces harmonic emission of the driving
laser field. This process is the microscopic picture of HHG. The cumulative emission
of the individual atoms/ions/molecules of the medium, giving the resultant spectrum
seen in the lab, is the macroscopic picture. Both are discussed in this section. This
section outlines the intuitive semi-classical ‘Three Step Model’ describing the micro-
scopic mechanisms involved in HHG. Also given is a description of the ‘Four Step
Model’: a model which looks to explain the possible microscopic mechanisms behind
the resonant harmonics observed in certain ablation plumes.
2.2.1 Single Atom Response – The Three Step Model
The single atom response for HHG is well known and has a variety of full quantum
models that have been used successfully to describe the process [22,31]. Conveniently,
most of the phenomena can be explained using a simpler semi-classical model, com-
monly known as the ‘Three Step Model’ [20]. A schematic diagram of this model is
shown in figure 2.3. The three steps are:
Step one: In the first step an atom’s potential barrier is distorted due to the
driving laser field. This enables part of the electron’s wave-packet to tunnel ionise
into the continuum. Once in the continuum, the wave-packet is treated as a classical
electron, with no initial kinetic energy. This model neglects the Coulomb potential
of the atom’s core, as it is usually negligible compared to the EM-force of the driving
field. This is known as the strong-field approximation (SFA). The time at which the
electron is ionised is taken to be t0 and the core position (the initial position of the
electron) is taken to be x = 0.
Step two: Subsequently, in the second step, the tunneled electron (wave-packet),
now thought of as a particle, is accelerated away from the atom and then acceler-
ated back towards it with the oscillating electric field. During this time the electron
acquires kinetic energy.
Step three: Finally, in the last step of the Three Step Model, after the electron
(wave-packet) has been accelerated back towards the atom, there is a probability it is
recaptured and releases a photon. The time spent in the continuum is determined by
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Figure 2.3: This figure illustrates the Three Step Model. 1) In the first stage the
laser field distorts the atom’s potential allowing part of the electron wave-packet to
tunnel ionise. 2) The electron then gains KE in the continuum before 3) in the last
step recombining with the atom and emitting a photon which is a harmonic of the
laser field.
the point at which the electron tunneled into it. The trajectory of the electron can
be found by further integration of equation (2.2), giving the position as a function of
time:
x(t) = eE0
meω2
[cos(ωt)− cos(ωt0) + ω(t− t0) sinωt0] , (2.10)
and velocity,
v(t) = eE0
meω
[sin(ωt)− sin(ωt0)] . (2.11)
Figure 2.4 shows possible trajectories an electron can take in the continuum. For
some trajectories the electron fails to return to the atom.
The probability of the electron recombining depends on the overlap of the re-
colliding electron wave-packet with that remaining in the atom’s potential. There-
fore, if the driving laser field is elliptically polarised, the transverse component of
the electric field shifts the re-colliding wave-packet laterally to one side. This re-
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Figure 2.4: The one dimensional trajectories, position x (pink) of electrons once in
the continuum. Long, short and non-returning trajectories are shown. Also shown is
the velocity V (blue) of the electrons, first away from the parent ion, and then back
towards it. All are plotted as a function of phase of the driving laser potential which
is also plotted (dashed red).
duces the overlap and hence the probability of the electron being recaptured by the
atom’s potential well. Hence, in the lab the intensity of the harmonics can be seen
to decrease/disappear when the driving laser is elliptically polarised. Assuming the
electron does recombine, a photon is released with energy equal to that of the kinetic
energy gained in the continuum plus the ionisation potential energy Ip:
UR = UKE + Ip, (2.12)
in terms of the ponderomotive energy this can be written as;
UR = 2Up(sinωt0 − sinωtR)2 + Ip, (2.13)
where UKE is the kinetic energy. The maximum value that (sinωt0 − sinωtR) can
reach is 1.26 therefore the maximum energy an electron can release in the form of a
photon is:
URmax = 3.17Up + Ip. (2.14)
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This is known as the cut-off energy and gives the maximum harmonic possible.
This maximum achievable photon energy provides a natural division of the electron
trajectories into long and short, as shown in figure 2.4. Trajectories whose excursion
times are of the order of TL/2 are referred to as short trajectories and those whose
times are of the order of TL are referred to as long trajectories. Long trajectories
are ionised before the short trajectories but re-collide after them. Each harmonic
has a long and short trajectory contribution. For the long trajectories, the emitted
frequency decreases with time – negative chirp, whereas for the short trajectories the
frequency increases with time – positive chirp. This is important in attosecond pulse
generation as the chirp of the driving field has a direct effect on pulse broadening of
any pulses generated as discussed in the next chapter.
2.2.2 Lewenstein Model
Shortly after this semi-classical model was put forward, Lewenstein formed a fully
quantum mechanical model in the SFA [22]. The model assumes that contributions
from the states other than the ground state of the system, can be neglected. This
is known as the single active electron (SAE) approximation. This approximation is
usually accurate as the probability of tunnel ionisation occurring has an exponential
dependence on Ip. Hence, more tightly bound electrons have negligible contributions
[28].
Another assumption of this model is that any depletion of the ground state can
be ignored in the case when Ip < Isat. Isat is the saturation intensity at which the
atoms, ions or molecules are fully ionised during the interaction time [22].
Taking the laser field to be E cos(ωt) with a linear polarisation in the x-direction
the Schro¨dinger equation can be written in atomic units as:
i |Ψ(x, t)〉 =
[
−12∇
2 + V (x)− E cos(ωt)x
]
|Ψ(x, t)〉 , (2.15)
where V (x) is the potential energy and Ψ is the wave function. Taking the ground
state as |0〉 and the state in the continuum as |v〉, as well as making the following
assumptions: i) contributions of any bound states other than the ground state in the
system can be ignored and ii) there is no depletion of the ground state and iii) in the
continuum the electron is not affected by V (x), then the solutions to the Schro¨dinger
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equation can be written as:
|Ψ(t)〉 = eiIpt
(
a(t) |0〉+
∫
d3v b(v, t |v〉
)
, (2.16)
where b(v, t) is the amplitude of the corresponding continuum states. This equation
is a summation of the wave function of the ground eiIpta(t) |0〉 and free electron state
eiIpt
∫
d3v b(v, t |v〉.
HHG can be thought of as the transition of dipole moments induced by the driving
laser field. Therefore, to calculate the x components for the time-dependent dipole
moments we evaluate:
µ(t) = 〈Ψ(t)|x |Ψ(t)〉 , (2.17)
using equation (2.16) we obtain that µ(t) is given by:
µ(t) = i
∫ t
−∞
dt′
∫
d3pEL cos(ωLt′)dx(p−A(t′))e−iS(p,t,t′))d∗x(p−A(t)) + c.c, (2.18)
where t and t′ are the time of recombination and of ionisation respectively. A(t) is
the vector potential of the laser field and p = v+A(t) gives the canonical momentum
of the electron in a continuum state of kinetic energy v2/2. S(p, t, t′) is the action
given by:
S(p, t, t′) =
∫ t
t′
(12 [p−A(t
′′)]2 + Ip)dt′′. (2.19)
Equation (2.18) is the sum of the probability amplitudes for ionisation, propagation
and recombination. EL cos(ωLt′)dx(p − A(t′)) gives the probability of transition at
time t′ into a continuum state with momentum p. The term e−iS(p,t,t′) is then the
phase acquired by the electron before finally recombining at time tr. The probability
for recombination is given by d∗x(p−A(t)).
The HHG process is a coherent process, therefore the harmonics emitted depend
on the phase of the driving laser field: qωLtr where q is harmonic order. There is also
a contribution to the phase dependent on the electron wave-packet’s propagation in
the continuum: the intrinsic phase. The intrinsic phase is the phase that the electron
accumulates in the continuum during its trajectory away and then back towards the
parent ion: S(p, tr, t′). The phase of the emitted harmonic field is the sum of these
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two phase contributions and is given by:
φq = −S(p, tr, t
′)
~
+ qωLtr. (2.20)
Trajectory-Dependent Divergence
Equation (2.20) depends on the recombination time, tr. Therefore, the spatial phase
acquired by the long and short trajectory contributing to each harmonic differs. Long
trajectories spend less time in the continuum, the higher the order of the harmonic –
therefore there is a decrease in the divergence for harmonics order. It is the opposite
for short trajectories. This varying divergence can contribute to the well known
‘fish-bone’ structure sometimes seen with harmonics (see the following sections for
examples).
Using equation (2.20) and (2.11) it can be seen explicitly that the phase is not
only time dependent, but also intensity dependent:
φq =
2Up
~ω
∫ φtr
φt0
dφ(sin(φ)− sin(φ0))2 + I~ω (φr − φ0), (2.21)
where φ0 = ωt0, φr = ωtr. Differentiating with respect to I using equation (2.4) gives
the phase dependence on intensity:
∂φq
∂I
= 2K
~ω
∂Up
∂I
= Ke
2
~0mcω3
. (2.22)
where K is the solution to the integral in equation 2.21 and tends to be larger for
long trajectories. This equation also shows that the phase of long trajectories is more
sensitive to the intensity than that of short trajectories. Therefore, the phase fronts
for long trajectories will be more curved than those for short trajectories and hence
more divergent.
The overall coherence of HHG beam can be determined by these phase differences
of the short and long trajectories and their interferences. Studies have shown they
have effects on both the spatial [32–34] and temporal coherence [35,36].
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2.2.3 Few-cycle vs Multi-Cycle Driving Field
Thus far the models given only take into consideration a laser field where the peak
intensity of each cycle of the field is constant. However, in practice HHG is carried
out with pulsed laser fields. In some cases the pulses are long enough that there
are several cycles of the field (a multi-cycle pulse), each strong enough to cause the
quantum tunneling of an electron, then the Three Step Model described above is
repeated each half cycle (HC) of the pulse, leading to an APT.
In the case of a very short driving pulse, only a few-cycles of the field occur (a
few-cycle pulse). The Three Step Model only occurs when there is a HC with a large
enough intensity for tunnel ionisation. Thus, there is the possibility of generating a
SAP. SAPs can be generated from multi-cycle pulses using methods such as double
optical gating (DOG) techniques [37,38].
With APTs the coherent superposition of the multiple bursts of radiation arising
each HC causes a spectrum of only odd harmonics to occur. An easy way of un-
derstanding is by taking the points where these bursts occur as delta functions so
occurring every TL/2, where TL is the period of the laser. By assuming that for short
times the variation in the pulses envelope is small enough to model as a continuous
wave, the time dependent intensity of the harmonic emission, Ihar can be written as:
Ihar(t) = CeiωLt
∑
n
δ
(
t− nTL2
)
, (2.23)
where C is an arbitrary amplitude. Taking the Fourier transform of this:
Ihar(ω) = 2
√
2pi
TL
Cδ
(
ω −
[
(2n)2pi
TL
+ ω
])
. (2.24)
From this it can be seen that the harmonics are separated, starting from the funda-
mental harmonic, by 2ω therefore only giving odd harmonics.
In general assuming the same peak intensity, the plateau harmonics for multi-
cycle pulses are more intense and defined. This is due to several cycles contributing
photons to each harmonic and the interference that cancels out the even harmonics
occurs more efficiently.
A typical spectrum of the harmonics produced by a multi-cycle pulse is illustrated
in figure 2.5. There are three defined parts to the spectrum. The first section is
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Figure 2.5: A diagram illustrating the difference between HHG spectrum from multi-
cycle pulses and from few-cycle pulses
in the non-perturbative regime where multi-photon ionisation is also occurring, the
spectrum then plateaus and the last section is the cut-off region where it ends abruptly
at URmax , the cut-off.
With few-cycle pulses the HHG spectra are somewhat different. If there is a
single HC maximum, there is no subsequent HC burst of HHG radiation to cause
interference. The symmetry is therefore broken and part of the spectrum becomes
continuous (see figures 2.5). Figure 2.6 show a real example of a spectra generated
in neon gas. If the continuous part of the spectrum selected by a filter is sufficiently
broadband it can produce a SAP [39] [40].
With few-cycle pulses the intensity changes significantly between half-cycles. On
the leading edge of the pulse, a changing intensity from peak to peak leads to an
intrinsic phase shift with time, giving an inherent negative chirp for the HHG emission.
This is particularly the case for energies near the cut-off, as the emission is only due
to a limited number of trajectories.
Note that if the driving pulse is only a few-cycle pulse with no single HC maximum
breaking the symmetry, the spectrum will be similar to that of a multi-cycle pulse.
The value defining this is called the carrier phase envelope (CEP) (see section 2.5).
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Figure 2.6: Neon gas harmonics, obtained with a gas tube target (see section 3.4.2).
The driving IR laser is a 3.5 fs, 1 kHz pulsed laser, centred around 775 nm. The
intensity in the gas jet was 2× 1014 ± 0.8 W/cm2. In the spectrum the plateau and
continuous cut-off region can clearly be seen. Also a ‘fish bone’ like structure of the
increasing divergence with decreasing harmonic order can also be seen. To the right
of the spectra is a lineout through the middle of the continuous cut-off region, 122.4
eV, showing the divergence. Underneath the spectra is a lineout at zero divergence
showing how the intensity of the harmonics spectra varied with harmonic energy. The
location of where the lineouts were taken are indicated on the spectrum. This image
is an average of 20 frames, where each frame is an integral of the harmonic signal
over 50 shots of the driving laser (50 ms).
2.2.4 Macroscopic and Collective Response of Atoms in HHG
Thus far only the single atom process of HHG has been discussed. However, when
a laser is focused into a medium of atoms it is the coherent superposition of the
radiation, of all emitted photons, that generates the HHG spectrum observed in the
lab. In most cases the medium of atoms is a gas in the form of a gas jet [41, 42]. In
media such as these there are a very large number, N , of atoms emitting radiation
(typically N ≈ 1012). The superposition of their individual radiation emitters and
how this is controlled and adds up coherently over the largest possible distance, is
known as phase-matching. This will be discussed at the end of this section. First,
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other physical processes occurring on the macroscopic scale, that is the phase and
hence spatial and temporal properties of the emission are discussed. The main ones
relevant to this research, are self-phase modulation, ionisation-induced blue-shifting
and ionisation-induced defocusing.
Before going into these effects in detail, it is useful to mention the Gouy phase
shift. This is a natural phase shift a Gaussian beam encounters when passing through
a waist.
2.2.5 Gaussian Beam Propagation and The Gouy Phase Shift
For all of the experiments and results put forward in this thesis, the laser was oper-
ating in the fundamental transverse mode, as the hollow fibre system used attenuates
the other modes (see section 3.2.2). This mode can be approximated with a Gaussian
profile. For a low divergence Gaussian beam, a paraxial approximation can be applied
to solve the Helmholtz equation [43]. This approximation allows the omission of the
term with the second-order derivative in the propagation equation. For a monochro-
matic beam, the solution gives an expression for the complex electric field amplitude
in the form of a Gaussian function given by:
E(r, z) = E0
w0
w(z)e
−r2
w2(z)−ikz−ik
r2
2R(z) +iφGouy(z), (2.25)
where r is the radial distance from the centre axis of the beam, z is the axial distance
from the beam’s narrowest point – the ‘waist’ w0, w(z) is the radius at which the
field amplitude and intensity drop to 1/e and 1/e2 of their axial values, respectively,
k is the wave number (k = 2pi/λ), E0 = E(0, 0), R(z) is the radius of curvature of
the beam’s wave-fronts and φGouy is the Gouy phase (see below). Figure 2.7 shows a
Gaussian beam being focused through a waist.
A mathematical description of the transverse profile of the intensity I, of a Gaus-
sian beam is given by:
I(r, z) ∝ |E(r, z)|2 = I0
(
w0
w(z)
)2
e
−2r2
w2(z) , (2.26)
where I0 is the intensity at the centre of the beam at the waist. The Rayleigh length
zr or Rayleigh range is the distance along the direction of propagation of the beam
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Figure 2.7: A diagram showing how a Gaussian beam propagates through a waist.
Here in the image the beam is being focused down to a waist by a lens with focus
length f , the wave-fronts of the beam are shown and it can be seen that they are flat
through the waist.
from the waist to where the area of the cross section is doubled, this is shown in figure
2.7, and is given by:
zR =
piw20
λ
. (2.27)
The radius of the beam at a distance z from the waist is,
w(z) = w0
√
1 +
(
z
zR
)2
. (2.28)
This value increases with z and effectively determines the divergence of the beam.
The radius of curvature of the wave-fronts is given by: R = z
[
1 +
(
zR
z
)2]
. The
normalised electric field at the waist (focus), assuming the beam is polarised in the
x-direction, is;
EG(r) =
√
2
piω20
e−r
2/ω20 xˆ, (2.29)
where xˆ is a unit vector in the polarised direction.
As a Gaussian beam propagates it acquires a different phase shift from that of a
plane wave with the same optical frequency. This difference is called the Gouy phase
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shift [44]:
φGouy = −arctan
(
z
zR
)
, (2.30)
This phase gain results in increased distances between wave-fronts, compared with
the wavelength as defined for a plane wave of the same frequency. Overall, the Gouy
phase causes an additional pi shift when going through the focus/waist compared to
that of a plane wave.
2.2.6 Self Phase Modulation
Self Phase Modulation (SPM) is a non-linear interaction that causes the refractive
index of a material to vary as a pulse travels through it.
The Kerr effect shows that if there is a high optical intensity in a medium it causes
a nonlinear phase delay, which, assuming an instantaneous response, has the same
shape as the temporal intensity [45]. This can be described as a nonlinear change in
the refractive index given by:
∆n(t) = n2I(t), (2.31)
where n2 is the nonlinear index and I(t) is the intensity. As intensity varies with
time, so will the refractive index. The instantaneous phase of the laser pulse is given
by:
φ(t) = ω0t− 2pi
λ0
n(t)L, (2.32)
where ω0t is the central frequency and λ0 is the central wavelength of the pulse. L is
the length the pulse propagates in the medium. This phase shift is time dependent.
When differentiated with respect to time it gives the instantaneous frequency:
ω(t) = dφ
dt
= ω0 − ω0n2z
c
dI
dt
. (2.33)
From equation (2.33) we can see that where dI/dt > 0, the instantaneous frequency
decreases and for dI/dt < 0, it increases. Therefore, after propagating a distance L
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Figure 2.8: The effect of self-phase modulation on the instantaneous frequency of a
pulse. It shows a red-shift and a blue-shift. Adapted image from [46]
(in the z direction), the frequency variation of the pulse in time is:
∆ω(t) = −ω0n2L
c
dI
dt
, (2.34)
where ∆ω(t) = ω(t) − ω0. The spectrum becomes red-shifted for dI/dt > 0 and
blue-shifted for dI/dt < 0, as shown in figure 2.8. In cases where the intensity of the
driving laser pulse is such that only HHG occurs around the peak of the pulse the
harmonics are emitted symmetrically by both the rising and falling edges of the peak
pulse. However, this is not the case when the intensity of the driving pulse is such
that the rising edge of the pulse completely ionises the medium. In this case only
the rising edge of the pulse generates harmonics and hence a break in the symmetry
occurs. This causes an overall red-shift in the harmonics.
Though this may occur the harmonics usually are not red-shifted. This is because
the ionisation itself causes a time-varying refractive index which tends to dominate.
This ionisation effect causes a blue-shift and is called ionisation-induced blue-shifting:
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2.2.7 Ionisation-Induced Blue-Shifting
When the medium is ionised by the driving laser beam, the laser frequency can
undergo blue-shifting (increase in frequency). It has been experimentally observed
and extensively studied [47–51]. In general the time-dependent refractive index of a
plasma depends on the density according to:
np(t) =
√
1− ω
2
p(t)
ω2
, (2.35)
where ωp(t) is the time-dependent plasma frequency given by (see [52] for derivation):
ωp(t) =
√
Ne(t)e2
0m
, (2.36)
where Ne(t) is the free electron density and m is the mass of the parent ion in plasma.
When ω2  ω2p equation (2.35) can be written as:
np(t) ≈ 1−
ω2p(t)
2ω2 . (2.37)
It can be seen from equation (2.37) that as the pulse travels through the HHG medium
the free electron density increases with time, hence the plasma refractive index de-
creases. As the electron density increases, the number of neutral atoms proportionally
decreases, lowering the normal dispersion contribution to the refractive index.
Therefore, the instantaneous frequency shift due to the increasing electron density
is:
ω(t) = ω0 − 2piL
λ0
dnp(t)
dt
. (2.38)
Note that because it is the rate of change of intensity that causes this shifting, for few-
cycle pulses (on the order of a few femtoseconds) this effect is of particular importance.
For longer pulses the rate of change of intensity is slow. Recombination times tend
to be of the order of nanoseconds – very long compared to short femtosecond pulses.
Hence, throughout a few-cycle pulse there will be a continued increase in the free
electron density, causing a blue shift to higher frequencies.
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2.2.8 Ionisation-Induced Defocusing
In addition to blue-shifting, the ionisation of the HHG medium can also affect the
propagation of the driving laser field which will have a direct effect on the flux of the
HHG emission. If the driving beam diverges too quickly the intensities needed for
tunnel-ionisation may not be achieved and there is a reduction of the HHG emission.
For a focused Gaussian beam the intensity is highest on the axis of propagation,
resulting in more ionisation of the medium on axis compared with the wings of the
distribution. According to equation (2.37), this causes a lowered refractive index at
the axis and hence a diverging lens effect occurs. The defocusing length [53,54] is the
length over which the divergence of the beam doubles in the plasma and is given by:
LD =
λNc
2Ne
, (2.39)
where Nc is the critical free electron density, which occurs when ω = ωp. This length
becomes shorter the higher the instantaneous intensity is and also the higher the
density of the medium (for gases this is at higher pressures).
2.3 Phase-Matching
By far the most significant macroscopic effect in HHG is phase-matching. Dispersion
causes the HHG field and the driving laser fields to propagate differently through the
HHG medium. Phase-matching describes how much these fields come out of phase
with each other. This is important as emission from individual atoms/molecules in
the medium will only continue to add up constructively if the phase velocity of the
driving laser field remains the same or relatively similar to that of the HHG emission.
If the driving laser field phase velocity is very different, then over a certain distance
the phase of the field (and hence the phase of the HHG emission) will be totally out
of phase with the co-propagating HHG field originally emitted. The HHG emission
will therefore destructively interfere.
The length over which these two fields can constructively interfere is known as the
coherence length and is given by [55]:
Lcohq = pi/∆kq, (2.40)
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where ∆kq is the phase mismatch given by [55]:
∆kq = kq − qk1, (2.41)
where q is the harmonic order, kq is the wave vector of the qth order harmonic and
k1 is the wave vector of the fundamental driving field. If ∆kq is zero then effectively
the coherence length is infinite. The factors then limiting the HHG emission, will be
more on the macroscopic scale see section 2.3.1.
Typically for HHG in a noble gas the phase mismatch ∆kHHGq consists of several
factors [55, 56]:
∆kHHGq =
>0︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆kneutral-gasq +
<0︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆kfree-electronsq
+
>0 for z>0, <0 for z<0, 0 for z=0︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆kdipoleq +
<0︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆kGouyq ,
(2.42)
which, in order to maximise the HHG efficiency can be adjusted to give ∆kHHGq = 0
[55,57]. The values above each element in equation (2.42) give an idea as to whether
the factor is positive or negative, where z < 0 is before the focus and z > 0 is after
the focus.
∆kneutral-gasq and ∆kfree-electronsq are the phase mismatches due to the natural dis-
persion, in the medium, of the neutral atoms and the free electrons, respectively.
They cause a phase mismatch of opposite signs and can be expressed by the following
equation:
∆kDispersionq =
2piq
λ0
P
Patm
∆δ
(
1− η
ηc
)
, (2.43)
where q is the harmonic order, ∆δ is the difference of the refractive indices of the
driving and the harmonic order’s field, P/Patm is the ratio of the gas pressure to
the atmospheric pressure (1013 mbar), η is the ionisation fraction and ηc is the crit-
ical ionisation fraction – this is the ionisation fraction that is reached when plasma
dispersion of the free electrons is greater than that of the atomic dispersion [58].
∆kdipoleq is the phase due to the dipole moment acquired by the electron when
in the continuum. We know previously from equation (2.20) that this is trajectory
dependent and also proportional to the laser intensity. The dipole phase can be
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approximated by:
∆kdipoleq = q
∂φq
∂z
≈ −αq ∂I
∂z
, (2.44)
αq is a positive quantity, that has a relatively small value for short trajectories but is
larger for the long trajectories [59,60].
Finally, the last element of equation (2.42) is the positive geometric contribution
that arises from the Gouy phase shift of the laser passing through the loose focus.
Using equation (2.30), ∆kGouyq is given by:
∆kGouyq = q
∂
∂z
(
−arctan
(
z
zR
))
. (2.45)
All these contributions to the phase mismatching can be adjusted to compensate
for each other in an attempt to make ∆kHHGq as close to zero as possible. The dis-
persive terms scale linearly with pressure, therefore, for a given focusing geometry,
adjusting the gas pressure can compensate for the Gouy phase and the dipole phase.
For example at the focus to have ∆kHHGq ≈ 0 , the neutral dispersion has to com-
pensate the negative plasma dispersion and the geometrical Gouy phase. However at
larger distances from the focus ∆kGouyq decreases – this makes it easier to compensate
for.
Phase-matching can also be exploited in the lab to select certain trajectories. For
example short trajectories can be selected by focusing the driving laser just after the
gas medium and vice-versa for the long trajectories. This is because the dipole phase
contributes as an additional positive term when z > 0 that leads to better phase-
matching conditions for the short trajectories. Modelling has been carried out by
Chipperfield et.al [61] showing this. This modeling includes pulse broadening during
propagation, geometrical phase and atomic dipole phase for the phase-matching of
long and short trajectories. The results are shown in figure 2.9. The images show
that for short trajectories, optimum phase-matching occurs on axis and downstream
from the focus. Whereas for long trajectories, the best conditions are before the focus
of the laser and they are more divergent.
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Figure 2.9: Phase-matching maps for harmonics in neon driven by a 750 nm, 4×1014
W/cm2 laser field. The short (left) and long (right) trajectories of the 21st (a,b),
35th (c,d) and 45th (e,f). The red arrows represent the direction of the best phase-
matching. taken from [61]
2.3.1 Efficiency of HHG
Optimising phase-matching, has lead to HHG emission with high quality beam pro-
files [62, 63] and good spatial and temporal coherence [64, 65]. However one of the
drawbacks of HHG and an argument for using alternative methods for XUV and
attosecond pulse generation, is the low conversion efficiency of the process.
Typically, in HHG experiments, the conversion efficiency of the driving laser field
is only in the region of 10−7–10−4. Examples include ∼ 10−7 in neon [66], ∼ 10−5
in argon [67] and ∼ 10−4 in xenon [68, 69]. This limited conversion efficiency gives
a low photon flux – this has a direct effect on how useful this light is in practice. If
there is an insufficient amount of photons, most experimental applications, such as
pump-probe experiments, cannot be carried out.
It has already been shown in equation (2.14) that the HHG cut-off for a given
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ionisation state is URmax = 3.17Up + Ip. This means the highest frequency harmonic
produced is proportional to the laser intensity and the laser wavelength squared as
Up ∝ Iλ2. By increasing the intensity of the laser in turn the cut-off can be increased.
The limit to this occurs when the state is fully ionised, beyond which the pondero-
motive energy can no longer increase, nor the cut-off. The wavelength can also be
increased. This is also limited as there is an increased spreading in the continuum of
the electron wave-packet in both space and time, reducing the overlap with the core
at recollison, hence decreasing the HHG efficiency [70]. This was first investigated
and simulated by Tate et al. [71] whose detailed analysis shows that the efficiency of
harmonics scales between λ−5 and λ−6.
There are various methods beyond just balancing the phase-matching components,
to improve the efficiency of HHG, including hollow wave-guides [72,73], Quasi phase-
matching [32,74] and using counter-propagating light [75,75]. However, they require
complicated experimental set-ups and delicate alignments. Another method that is
currently being investigated is to use the resonant properties of a medium to enhance
certain harmonics, specifically in weakly ionised ablation plumes.
2.4 HHG in Ablation Plumes and Resonant HHG
In ablation plume HHG, as opposed to focusing into a gas medium, the driving
laser is focused into a plume produced by ablating a solid target with an additional
laser source. Using ablation plumes opens the door to explore HHG from elements
otherwise unavailable in gaseous form. Of particular interest is HHG in certain lightly
ionised ablation plumes that have shown in resonantly enhanced harmonics [12–14].
These resonantly enhanced harmonics are the main topic of this thesis. The aims
being: to better understand the resonance mechanisms; compare them to HHG in
non-resonant ablation plume and gases and to improve the reproducibility of them,
to allow for reliable use in scientific applications.
HHG from ablation plumes was initially carried out with highly excited, doubly
ionised plasmas plumes. They showed: low efficiency; the generation of only a few
harmonics and lack of a cut-off region [76,77]. These very early studies from ablation
plume made them a less desirable option than using gases. Recent studies, however,
have moved towards generating weakly ionised plumes, typically single ionised atoms.
The HHG emission from plumes that do not have resonant properties have shown
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spectra with plateau-like features [78, 79], as those described previously and seen in
gases. In some cases, such as in carbon, lightly ionised plumes have been shown to
be as efficient as gas harmonics [13,80], under similar experimental conditions.
It seems counter-intuitive when considering equation (2.14), that the harmonics
from a highly ionised plasma only exhibit a few harmonic orders as the equation
implies that higher cut-offs should be seen when the ionisation potential is increased.
In the case of doubly ionised plasmas the remaining bound electrons have higher
values for Ip than those of the lightly ionised plasmas (see figure 2.2). The reason
this is not the case is attributed to the increase in free electrons. Free electrons will
degrade phase-matching and increase the effects of de-focusing of the driving laser
beam, which in turn reduces the effective intensity in the plasma [81].
2.4.1 Ablation Plumes
The ablation plumes for all the experiments in this thesis have been produced by
ablating the surface of a solid target with an additional laser source. This laser
source is usually part of the pre-compressed HHG driving source that is picked off
with a beam-splitter.
Usually in the case of laser-ablation it is assumed to be in the adiabatic limiting
case. This means that the laser energy is adsorbed by the target and the heating,
vaporisation and possible plasma formation take place on timescales much shorter
than the expansion of the plume, hence allowing the modelling of the plume to be in
two stages. The first stage is the evaporation of the solid target. The second stage is
the expansion of this evaporated medium. This simplification means that the energy
deposited by the laser ablating pulse is converted to internal energy of the plume,
which then decays into the kinetic energy of the individual ablated particles [82].
Picosecond Laser Pulse Ablation
Chichkov in 1996 [83] showed that for low fluence, the behavior of the plume depended
on the pulse duration of the ablating laser. For all cases that will be discussed in
this thesis the ablation has been carried out with a picosecond pulse. Below is a brief
description of the ablation process with picosecond lasers as put forward by Chichcov.
When a short laser pulse interacts with a metal target the laser energy is absorbed
by free electrons due to inverse Bremsstrahlung heating. This is where an electron, in
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the vicinity of an ion, absorbs energy from the field, raising the energy (temperature)
of the electron [84]. Subsequently, the absorbed laser energy thermalises within the
electron subsystem. This includes the energy transfer to the lattice itself and also the
energy lost by the electrons moving within the target.
Assuming the thermalisation is a fast process, the electron and lattice subsys-
tems can be characterised by their temperatures Te and Ti, respectively. The energy
transport into the metal can therefore be given by the following diffusion model [85]:
Ce
∂Te
∂t
= −∂Q(y)
∂y
− γ(Te − Ti) + I(t)Aαe−αy, (2.46)
Ci
∂Ti
∂t
= γ(Te − Ti), (2.47)
Q(y) = −ke∂Te
∂y
, (2.48)
where y is the direction perpendicular to the surface of the metal target. Ce and Ci are
the heat capacities per unit volume of the electron and lattice subsystems respectively.
Q(y) is the heat flux, I(t) is the laser intensity, A is the surface transmission and α is
the material absorption coefficient. γ characterises the electron-lattice coupling and
ke is the electron thermal conductivity (note that the thermal conductivity in the
lattice subsystem is neglected).
The equations have three important timescales τe = Ce/γ, τi = Ci/γ and τL
which is the laser pulse duration. For picosecond pulses the following condition:
τe  τL  τi is true for all relevant metals.
At a time t  τe which is equivalent to CeTe/t  γTe, the temperature becomes
quasi-stationary [83]. Therefore, the equations in (2.46–2.48) become [83]:
∂(ke ∂Te∂y )
∂y
− γ(Te − Ti) + Iaαe−αz = 0, (2.49)
where Ia = I0A:
Ti =
1
τi
∫ t
0
e
− t−θ
τi Te(θ)dθ. (2.50)
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Then as t  τi the equations can be simplified further due to the quasi-stationary
character of the electron temperature, to give:
Te ≈ Ti(1− e−t/τi) ≈ (t/τi)Te. (2.51)
Therefore, Ti and Te are basically the same in the picosecond regime. The second
term in equation (2.49), can then be ignored and the electron temperature (and hence
lattice temperature) can be written as:
Te ≈ Ti ≈ Faα
Ci
e−αy, (2.52)
where Fa = IaτL.
Significant evaporation occurs when CiTi becomes larger than ρΩ, where ρ is the
density and Ω is the specific heat of evaporation [83]. Using equation (2.52) the
condition for strong evaporation can be written as:
Fa ≥ Fthe(αy), (2.53)
where Fth ' ρΩ/α is the threshold laser fluence for evaporation to occur with a
picosecond pulse. The ablation depth can then be written as [86]:
L ' α−1ln(Fa/Fth). (2.54)
This logarithmic dependence of the ablation depth on the laser pulse fluence is well-
known for the laser ablation of metals [87,88].
These equations mean that the ablation process can be considered as a direct solid-
plasma transition, the energy deposition is determined by the pulse duration. This
means the lattice is heated on a picosecond timescale. Vapour and plasma phases
then follow, this then leads to a rapid expansion of the plume into vacuum. The
ablation process itself occurs in the nanosecond regime and may last even into the
microsecond regime depending on the materiel. Figure 2.10 taken from [89] shows a
schematic diagram of the timescales.
This long duration is due to an ablation process that can be considered in two steps.
The first being electron emission, sublimation and transition to the plasma state, the
second being due to boiling after heterogeneous or homogeneous nucleation [89]. This
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of the timescales of ultrashort pulse laser ablation. Showing
that the initial energy disposition is determined by the ablating pulse duration, which
here is on the femto or picosecond timescale. The diagram also shows the timescale
for the actual ablation process which can be up to the microsecond timescale.
means the plasma can be expected above the sample surface from the nanosecond
timescale onwards. Because of this nanosecond timescale for the ablation process for
very high laser rep-rates particles from the previous pulse may be shielding the next
laser pulse, meaning that increasing rep-rates of ablation may have very little effect
on the overall plume.
As the plume expands from the surface into the vacuum it undergoes free expansion
and reaches some final constant velocity. This process can be thought of as adiabatic
and the kinetic energy is conserved. There are many articles and books giving highly
detailed theoretical models of the expansion of plasma plumes into a vacuum which
go beyond what is described here [90–92], but in general for picosecond pulses [93]
an accurate description is provided by the analytical solution to the one-dimensional
unsteady gas flow into a vacuum as given in reference: [94].
2.4.2 Resonant HHG in Ablation Plumes: ‘The Four Step
Model’
Of particular interest to this thesis are the resonant enhancements of harmonics that
have been observed in lightly ionised ablation plumes of certain metals, including
silver [13] and indium [95] which can be seen in figure 2.11. These enhancements
occur both when the driving laser pulse is a many or few-cycle pulse, however, the
enhancement is particularly evident with few-cycle pulse [14, 95]. With few-cycle
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Figure 2.11: High-order harmonic spectra obtained in (1) indium and (2) silver plumes
using a 796 nm 150fs laser. Both cases show an enhanced harmonic [99]
pulses the surrounding harmonics in the spectrum are more suppressed.
As a result these resonant harmonics have been shown to be sensitive to the wave-
length of the driving field. For example in [96] it was shown that for HHG in tin
ablation plumes there was an enhancement of the 17th harmonic when driven with a
800 nm compared to an enhancement of the 9th harmonics when a 400 nm wavelength
source was used [14,97,98].
This trait of ablation plume HHG is very desirable as well-isolated harmonics can
be obtained without spectral filters. Spectral filters reduce photon flux, which as
discussed in section 2.3.1, can reduce the range of applications HHG emission can be
used for.
Resonant harmonics have not only been seen in ablation plumes, they have also
been observed in gases such as helium [100] as well as in xenon and krypton [101].
The reasons behind these resonant harmonics have been debated. There are some
theories that suggest bound-bound transitions of the electrons between autoionising
resonant states [102,103]. However, the processes taking place are very unlikely to be
bound as it is very easy to demonstrate the rapid decrease in the resonant harmonic’s
intensity with laser ellipticity [99]. This means that there is free-electron motion in
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Figure 2.12: A depiction of The Four Step Model. 1) the part of the electron wave-
packet (blue dashed) tunnels into the continuum. 2) The electron is accelerated away
and then back towards the ion 3) the electron recombines to an autoionising state
before 4) recombining with the atom and releasing a photon. 3*) shows what the 3rd
step is in the original 3-step model is [23].
the resonant process that is reduced by the polarised ellipticity not returning the
electron to the parent ion.
There are other theories that have free-electron motion in their model for resonant
harmonics but they predict multiple harmonics will be enhanced. However, as shown
in figure 2.11, this is not the case with HHG in ablation plumes. With ablation plume
harmonics there are countless examples of single (or very few) harmonic enhancements
[13,14,95,98].
Arguably, the leading model that has been suggested is ‘The Four Step Model’ [23],
that has both free electron motion in the continuum and predicts the enhancements
of only a small number of harmonics. The model, put forward by Strelkov, adds an
additional step to the original Three Step Model explained in section 2.2.1. Instead
of a radiative recombination of the electron into the ground state, the electron is
first trapped by the parent ion in an autoionising state (AIS). From this state it
then radiatively decays into the ground state (see figure 2.12). There is an increase
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in the probability that the electron will take this 4-step route due to large inelastic
scattering cross sections of the autoionising state and the oscillator strengths of the
transition to the ground state.
More details of this model can be found in [23]. However, in brief, it can be
described with an adaptation of the Lewenstein model. Starting from equation (2.16)
the wave function can be adapted to take into consideration the autoionising state.
It is important to note that this model only considers one single active electron, even
though it should be a multiple electron effect. The extra electron instead is taken
into account via providing the potential barrier of the AIS once the active electron
has tunneled into the continuum. Writing r = {r˜, r1}, where r1 are coordinates of
the active electron and r˜ are the coordinates of the rest of the electrons. Then the
potential can be written as, (and is depicted in figure 2.12 in black): :
V (r) = V˜ (r˜) + V ′(r), (2.55)
where taking χ(r) = 〈Ψ(r)| r |Ψ(r)〉 if you were to neglect the term V ′(r)χ(r) but not
the term V˜ (r˜)χ(r) in the Schro¨dinger equation the solution for dipole moment will
be the same as in the Lewenstein model.
The potential can then be written as a combination of the soft core Coulomb
potential and the barrier, thus allowing for the autoionising states:
V (r) = 2√
a20 + r2
+ a1e
−
(
r−a2
a3
)2
, (2.56)
where a0, a1, a2 and a3 are constants that are chosen to replicate the properties of the
parent ion’s: ground state energy; autoionising state; autoionising state decay time
and oscillator’s strength, respectively. Equation (2.16) then becomes:
|Ψ(t)〉 = eiIpt
(
a(t) |0〉+
∫
d3v b(v, t |v〉
)
+ e−iWtc(t) |AIS〉 , (2.57)
where |AIS〉 is the autoionising state, W = W0− iΓ2 , W0 is the real energy of the AIS
and Γ is the AIS width and c(t) is given by:
c(t) = −i
∫
t
dt′ei(W+Ip)t
′
∫
d3vb(v, t′)V ∗AIS(v). (2.58)
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VAIS(v) = 〈v |V ′|AIS〉 is a parameter which determines the amplitude of the AIS. It
is also important to note that in this model it is assumed that the driving laser does
not affect or alter the AIS.
As in equation (2.17) we can find the time-dependent dipole moment of the system
using equation (2.57) to give [104]:
µ(t) =
∫
d3vb(v, t)d∗non−resonant(v) + e−i(W+Ip)tc(t)d∗AIS−g
+
∫
d3vb∗(v, t)dc−AIS(v)c(t)e−i(W+Ip)t + c.c.
(2.59)
The first element of this dipole moment, µnr(t), is the contribution from the non-
resonant HHG – so the same as in the Three Step Model given in equation (2.18).
The second element, µA−g(t), is the contribution to the dipole moment due to the
AIS-ground state transition where d∗A−g = 〈0 |x|AIS〉. The final element is the con-
tribution due to the continuum-AIS transition, d∗c−A = 〈v |x|AIS〉.
The last term µ∗c−A in equation (2.59) can be ignored if we assume a low population
of the continuum. This is the same as the assumption made in equation (2.18) to
allow the continuum-continuum transitions to be ignored. Hence the dipole moment
becomes µ(t) = µnr(t) + µA−g(t). Taking the Fourier transform of this the spectrum
of the resonant contribution to the dipole moment µ(ω) = µnr(ω) + µA−g(ω) can be
written as:
µ(ω) = F (∆ω)µnr(ω), (2.60)
where,
F (∆ω) = 1 +Q Γ/2∆ω + iΓ/2 , (2.61)
and,
Q =
V ∗AIS(vA−g)d∗A−g
d∗nrvAIS−gΓ/2
, (2.62)
and ∆ω = ω − (W0 + Ip) is the detuning from the resonance and vAIS−g =
√
2W0.
These parameters, F (∆ω) and Q are comparative to parameters used to describe
Fano resonances [105, 106]. Fano first suggested that the origins of atomic spectral
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Figure 2.13: A comparison of published experimentally observed harmonic enhance-
ments compared to numerical results predicted to by the Four Step Model. Graph
taken from [23]
lines were due to first a direct ionisation of an inner shell electron and then a transition
to an excited ionisation state. A very similar procedure is adopted in the Four Step
Model.
Using µ(ω)−F (ω)µnr(ω) to model the dipole moments predicts a strong enhance-
ment of the HHG efficiency near the resonance [104]. A line asymmetry due to
interference of non-resonant and resonant terms can also be calculated [104]. The
model suggests there is a strong phase variation near the resonance corresponding to
the delay of the emission due to the AIS lifetime [98].
The theoretical prediction from the Four Step Model is in good agreement with
previously published data on resonances. A comparison can be seen in figure 2.4.2.
Another trait of resonant harmonics that has been observed when driven by few-
cycle pulses, is that they are very CEP robust – especially compared to non-resonant
harmonics generated in gases. The next section defines CEP and explains its effect
on HHG and also describes how the CEP can be monitored and controlled.
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Figure 2.14: A 5 fs, 800 nm few-cycle pulse. The dashed line shows the envelope of
the pulse and then the carrier field is plotted for two CEP values: φ0 = 0 (blue) and
φ0 = pi/2 (pink). How the CEP is defined is also illustrated.
2.5 Few-Cycle Pulses and Carrier Envelope Phase
The electric field of an ultrashort, few-cycle, linearly polarised optical pulse traveling
in the z-direction can be described as follows:
E(z, t) = A(z, t)ei(ω0t−k0z+φ0) = A(z, t)eiφ(z,t), (2.63)
where A(z, t) is the slowly varying envelope of the wave-packet, ω0 the carrier fre-
quency and k0 = n(ω0)w0c is the wave number. φ0 is the offset of the carrier envelope
and the maximum of the electric field and is defined as the carrier envelope phase
(CEP). φ(z, t) is the temporal phase. The temporal phase can be used to find the
instantaneous frequency, ω(z, t):
ω(z, t) = ∂φ(z, t)/∂t. (2.64)
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Figure 2.14 shows an example of a pulse and illustrates an electric field with φ0 = 0
and φ0 = pi/2.
By taking the Fourier transform of the equation (2.63) the pulse in the spectral
domain can be found to be:
E(z, ω) = A(z, t)eiφ(z,ω). (2.65)
For a given spectral amplitude, the spectral phase determines the shape and dura-
tion of the pulse. A pulse has its shortest duration when there is a flat phase profile
over the bandwidth of the spectrum, in this case the pulse is said to be Fourier lim-
ited. A Fourier limited pulse has a duration which is inversely proportional to its
spectral width. The spectral full width half maximum (FWHM) distribution, ∆ω,
required to get a pulse duration, ∆t is given by the time bandwidth product (TBP)
which is defined by:
TBP = ∆t ·∆ω (2.66)
For a different pulse shape the TBP varies. For a Gaussian beam it is TBP= 0.441 and
for a Sech2 pulse it is TBP= 0.315. A Sech2 beam is a temporal shape pulse described
by a squared hyperbolic secant (sech) function often seen from mode-locked lasers.
This tells us that for a femtosecond pulse a spectrum that spans several hundred
nanometers is required.
2.5.1 The Effect of Dispersion on Few-Cycle Pulses – Group
Delay Dispersion
When a pulse travels through a medium there are effects of dispersion on the spectral
phase:
φ(ω) = k(ω)L (2.67)
where k is the propagation constant and L is the length of the medium. The group
velocity (the speed of the envelope) is given by vg = ∂ω/∂k. The emerging pulse
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Eout(ω) is given by:
Eout(ω) = Ein(ω)R(ω)e−iφmat(ω−ω0), (2.68)
where R(ω) is an amplitude scaling factor (for transparent materials this is ∼ 1) and
φmat(ω − ω0) is the spectral phase added by the material.
If we expand the spectral phase, using a Taylor expansion we can get an under-
standing of the effects that can influence the spectrum and hence the shape of a short
pulse when it has travelled through a medium:
φ(ω) = φ0 +
∂φ
∂ω
∣∣∣∣∣ω0(ω − ω0) + 12 ∂
2φ
∂ω2
∣∣∣∣∣
ω0
(ω − ω0)2 + ....... (2.69)
The first term of this expansion is the CEP which has already been described and
adds a constant to the phase. The second term of this expansion is the group delay
and is proportional the group velocity – it simply adds a delay to (slows down) the
pulse. Neither of these two terms has a direct effect on the shape of the pulse. The
third term, however, known as the group delay dispersion (GDD) and introduces
a frequency dependent delay of different spectral components to the pulse – hence
temporally changing it. For positive values of GDD longer wavelengths arrive before
shorter ones and the pulse is then described as being positively chirped. For negative
values of GDD shorter wavelengths arrive first and the pulse is described as being
negatively chirped. Dispersion through most optical media usually results in positive
chirp and hence needs to be compensated for to achieve a transform limited pulse.
The fourth term not shown here is the third order dispersion and applies a quadratic
phase across the pulse.
If we take equation (2.68) and use the first three terms of the Taylor expansion for
the phase and then transform back to the time domain the pulse envelope is given by
equation [107]:
Eout(t) = A′e
4t2ln2
2[∆t2+i4φ2ln2] , (2.70)
where φ2 is the GDD of the material and the group delay of the pulse. The pulse
duration ∆tout is obtained by squaring equation (2.70) to give intensity and comparing
it to the general form of the intensity of a Gaussian pulse: IGaussian = Iout hence,
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Figure 2.15: Numerical simulation of XUV pulses generated in Ne at 5x1014W/cm2
driven by a 5 fs pulse with a 750 nm central wavelength. It shows the effects on the
relative intensity with varying CEP. The optimal intensity was when the CEP was at
pi/2 . Taken from [61]
e
−ln2
(
2t
∆tout
)2
= e
4t2∆t2ln2
∆t4+16φ22(ln2)
2 . This gives the pulse duration, after having travelled
through a dispersive medium, as:
∆tout =
√
∆t4 + 16φ22(ln2)2
∆t . (2.71)
2.5.2 CEP Stabilisation
HHG is sensitive to the CEP of a short few-cycle pulse. As mentioned in section 2.2.3
if there is one predominant peak cycle in the driving pulse there will be a continuous
HHG spectrum before the cut-off. For multi-cycle pulses the CEP does not strongly
affect the spectrum.
Due to the phase velocity and the group velocity of the envelope and field varying
in a dispersive media the CEP can slip. Figure 2.15 shows simulations of HHG from
Ne for different values of CEP [61]. It can be seen that for the best HHG efficiency:
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Figure 2.16: A CEP scan from 0–4pi of neon harmonics shown in figure 2.6. a) shows
how the intensity at 122 eV, in the continuous region of the neon spectra varies with
CEP. b) shows how spectra integrated over a 4 mrad divergence, varies as the CEP
is scanned.
φ = pi/2. Also, an actual experimental CEP scan of the harmonic spectra shown in
figure 2.6 can be seen in figure 2.16. The peak intensity of the continuous region line
out at 122 eV, is obtained for a CEP value of ∼ pi/2, this is almost a 10% larger
than the intensity at 2pi. Therefore, for the production of stable harmonics using
few-cycle pulses and hence the stable generation of SAPs it is essential that the CEP
is stabilised and is locked for the pulse train. This is done using f-to-2f interferometry
which will be explained shortly.
For a pulse train, the spectrum forms a frequency comb made up of discrete fre-
quencies spaced by the repetition frequency of the pulse train fr. This frequency
comb lies under the envelope of what would be a single pulse spectrum. If the pulses
were all identical the frequencies would be at multiples of fr. However, due to the
CEP varying, the frequencies are all shifted by an offset frequency fCEP related to
φCEP by:
fCE =
∆φCE
2pi fr. (2.72)
This shift in the pulse train’s frequency comb is used in f-to-2f interferometry to
calculate the CEP variance from pulse to pulse.
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CEP Dependence of Resonant Harmonics
Resonant harmonics have been shown to have a relatively weak CEP dependence com-
pared to that of gas harmonics. A particularly interesting case is that of the resonant
harmonic in manganese [14]. It has been shown that in Mn ablation plumes there is a
resonant at approximately 50 eV due to a 3p −→ 3d (electron shell) autoionising state
transition [108]. This resonant harmonic had a large bandwidth sufficient to support
a sub-femtosecond pulse [14]. The intensity of this resonant harmonic is relatively
robust to changes in the CEP. Figure 2.17 shows a lineout of the Mn spectrum for
φ0 = 0 and pi/2. The intensity of the resonant harmonic changes by around 30%.
This is different from the results shown in figure 2.15 where the harmonic emission
has ≈ 1/5 of the intensity at a) φ0 = 0 compared to c) φ0 = pi/2. This resonance
Figure 2.17: HHG spectrum of Mn measured when using a 3.5 fs, 780 nm driving
laser field for two CEP values a) φ0 = 0 and b) φ0 = pi/2, Taken from [14]
was also calculated by M. Tudorovskaya and M. Lein [14] using the time-dependent
Schro¨dinger equation (TDSE) and modeling the resonant potential as a metastable
state. This is essentially an autoionising state, as in The Four Step Model. The
results from the simulation are shown in figure 2.18.
These simulations once again show weak CEP dependence of the resonant harmonic
when compared to that of non-resonant harmonics; however, they do predict the CEP
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variation to be more than that which was recorded in experiments. This, in addition
to the calculations predicting sub-femtosecond pulse durations for all CEP values,
suggests that resonance HHG driven by few-cycle pulses could be a route to isolated
XUV attosecond pulse generation with reduced requirements for CEP stabilization.
Figure 2.18: Above show TDSE simulations of the resonant Mn harmonic for a 760
nm, 3.5 fs driving laser field for different values of CEP of a) φ = 0, b) φ = pi/4 and
c) φ = pi/2. The top panels show the HHG temporal intensity profile, the middle
panels show the time-frequency diagrams. The red curves in the bottom panels show
the time dependence of the electric field of the driving laser pulse. Taken from [14].
2.5.3 F-to-2F Interferometer
In a laser systems f-to-2f interferometers are used to measure the CEP of each pulse.
These measurements can then be used to monitor and adjust the CEP so to make
it constant for each pulse of a laser. F-to-2f interferometry works by taking one of
the frequency components of the pulse train’s spectrum and frequency doubling it
using a type-II second harmonic generation crystal (such as a BBO crystal). This
gives 2nfR + 2fCE, where n is the frequency shifted value chosen, fR is the repetition
frequency of the harmonics and fCE is the off-set (see figure 2.19). This is then made
to interfere with the equivalent frequency doubled part of the original spectrum, given
by 2nfR + fCE. This is demonstrated in figure 2.19. When they interfere they give
the beat frequency, fCE:
2nfr + 2fCE − 2nfr + fCE = fCE. (2.73)
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Figure 2.19: An illustration of varying CEP in a pulse train and the outline of a f-to-
2f interferometer showing the frequency spectrum of a pulse train. Based on image
from [109]
This, with equation (2.72), can be used to find and monitor ∆φ. The value of ∆φ is
used as feedback in a control loop and the CEP adjusted to compensate accordingly.
In the case of the experimental set-up used in this thesis this information goes to an
acoustic optical modifier (AOM), which uses the acoustic-optic effect to diffract and
shift the frequency of light using sound waves. When the CEP is kept constant in
this way for all the pulses in the laser source, the laser is described as being ’CEP
locked’.
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2.6 Summary
This section has briefly covered background concepts and previous experimental work
relevant to this thesis. The standard methods of HHG were described and the models
used to understand the mechanisms producing the resulting spectra were given. HHG
in ablation plumes was also discussed, including the plume dynamics and the resonant
harmonics seen in certain ablation plumes. The Four Step Model was introduced as a
possible model for explaining the presence of resonant harmonics from certain plumes.
Finally, a mathematical description of few-cycle pulses was given – as the majority
of these HHG experiments and effects are seen when the driving laser pulses are
few-cycle. Also, the CEP was defined: an important feature of few-cycle pulses.
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Chapter 3
Few-Cycle Laser Systems and
Experimental Set-Up
Generating few-cycle pulses, required for the generation of attosecond pulses via HHG
is a challenging process. Conventional laser systems do not have the needed band-
width to produce short enough pulses to be few-cycle. The short pulse durations also
lead to high intensity beams with an increased likelihood of experiencing nonlinear
processes, such as self-focusing in the gain medium of the laser. This can cause beam
degradation and damage of optics. The intensity can be lowered by increasing the
beam diameter however, this demands for larger optics and a higher pump power –
both impractical to run and expensive. A more practical method is to use a technique
called chirped pulse amplification (CPA). This chapter gives a brief description of the
commercially available CPA laser system (Femtopower compact PRO, Femtolasers
Produktions GmbH) that was used for the experiments in this thesis. It will explain
how CPA works and how the pulses can be compressed further, first using nonlinear
effects in gas filled hollow fibres to increase the bandwidth followed by chirped mirrors
and wedges to compress the pulse.
This chapter also describes the experimental set-up used throughout this thesis
(unless stated otherwise). A detailed description of the rotating target system, de-
signed for the ablation plume experiments, followed by a description of a the time
flight chamber (TOF), that was built to characterize the plumes, will also be given.
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Figure 3.1: An illustration of chirped pulsed amplification. Starting with a seed pulse,
the pulse is stretched before being amplified and then compressed back down to a
short pulse.
3.1 Chirped Pulse Amplification Laser Systems
CPA systems work by temporally stretching the seed pulses, from a mode locked
laser, before the amplification process. The pulses are temporally stretched using a
dispersive element (such as a grating stretcher or a medium such as glass). Once
amplified, the pulses are re-compressed resulting in short, high intensity pulses. Fig-
ure 3.1 illustrates the concepts of CPA. The laser used for this research project is a
Ti:Sapphire (Ti:S) CPA laser (Femtopower compact PRO, Femtolasers Productions
GmbH), shown in figure 3.2. The system typically produces ∼ 30 fs pulses with ∼
2.5–3 mJ with a central wavelength of 775 nm, at a repetition rate of 1 kHz.
The seed pulse is from a Kerr-lens mode locked Ti:S oscillator, which gives a train
of 10 fs pulses at a 78 MHz rep rate with an average power of 400 mW. This is pumped
by a Nd:YVO4 , 532 nm laser (Verdi, Coherent). Before the pump laser beam enters
the Ti:S cavity, it passes through an AOM. As already discussed in section 2.5 this
is an essential part of the laser as it is used in a feedback loop to stabilise the CEP.
The pulse then passes through a 50:50 beam splitter, where part of the beam is
taken off to a f-to-2f interferometer (see section 2.5.3). The remainder of the beam
continues through a Faraday isolator, preventing any back reflections disrupting the
oscillator. The stretching stage of CPA then occurs. The pulse makes a double
pass of a 20 cm SF57 glass block. This stretches the beam to ∼ 20 ps – ready for
amplification. The Ti:S crystal, in which the pulse is amplified, is pumped by a 30
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Figure 3.2: A basic outline of the CPA laser system. The beam starts in the right
hand bottom corner with the: PL: oscillator pump laser; AOM: acoustic-optic mod-
ulation; X: oscillator crystal; S:focusing mirror on translation stage; CM1,2: intra-
cavity chirped mirrors; W: glass wedges; F: Faraday isolator; PD1: photo-diode (trig-
gers the pump laser, Pockels cell and Dazzler); A: amplifier crystal chamber with
Ti:S; PT: pump beam telescope; PF1,2: pump beam focusing and refocusing op-
tics; SBF1,2; seed beam focusing mirrors; R1-3: retro-reflectors; PBS1,2: polarising
beam-splitters; PC: Pockels cell; T: telescope for beam expansion after pass 8; BE1,
2: beam expanding optics; PD2: photo-diode; CR: retro-reflector for second pass of
compressor. Figure courtesy of D. Fabris.
mJ diode-pumped Nd:YLF, frequency doubled, 527 nm laser. The Nd:YLF (DM30,
Photonics Industries) is Q-switched at a 1 kHz rep rate. A peltier cold finger is used
to cool the Ti:S crystal to 170 K which is held under vacuum at ∼ 10−2 mbar. The
windows of the crystal’s chamber are at Brewster’s angle [110] to minimise reflection
losses.
The beam passes through the amplifier crystal a total of 10 times. After the first
four passes the beam is sent through a Pockels cell, which selects the highest energy
pulses and reduces the seed repetition rate to 1 kHz. This is followed by an acousto-
optic programmable dispersive filter: ‘Dazzler’ (Fastlite) [111]. The Dazzler is used
for pulse shaping and compensates for third and fourth order dispersion, which may
have occurred in the glass block stretcher. The pulse is then sent through the crystal
another four times before the final two passes. These final two passes are at a high
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intensity. This means there is an increased chance of damaging the Ti:S crystal.
To prevent this, the pulse initially goes through a telescope, decreasing the beam
diameter and focusing before the centre of the crystal. This prevents damage but
allows for additional amplification. At the end of the 10 passes the laser pulses have:
an energy of 3 mJ, which is an overall gain of 1.3 × 106; a duration of 23 ps (1/e2)
and a 1 kHz rep rate.
Finally, the last stage of CPA occurs. The beam enters a grating based compressor.
The pulses are then compressed from 23 ps to have a 28 fs pulse duration. This is
a ∼ ×103 decrease. There are some energy losses in the compressor resulting in the
final beam having approximately 2.5 mJ. The pulse-to-pulse energy fluctuations are
∼ 1%.
3.2 Further Compression of Pulse
Commercial lasers such as the one described above usually only produce pulses with
a duration of tens of femtoseconds. However, as mentioned in the previous chapter,
for the production of SAPs, pulses that only have a few cycles of the electric field
within the pulse’s envelope are needed. For a pulse with a central wavelength of 775
nm the duration needs to be less than 5 fs. To achieve this, SPM and group delay
dispersion (GDD) are used to further compress the pulses. For this laser system, this
is achieved using a hollow fibre and chirped mirror pulse compressor, with wedges for
finer adjustments.
3.2.1 Hollow Fibre Pulse Broadening
From the TBP it is known that to compress and shorten the 28 fs pulse further, the
spectrum needs to be broadened, see equation (2.66). For this, the effects of self-phase
modulation, SPM, described in section 2.2.6 are used.
Spectral broadening in a gas by SPM is particularly effective in gas filled hollow
fibres. In these fibres, light can propagate in hybrid EH1 modes, for lengths l that are
l  λ. These modes are solutions to the wave equation within the fibre. The mode
profiles are given by [112]:
Im(r, z) = Im(0)J20
(
U1mr
a
)
e−αmz = Im(r)e−αmz, (3.1)
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where J0 is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind. U1m is the mth solution
to J0 = 0 and a is the radius of the hollow fibre. The exponential term gives the
individual losses the modes experience during propagation through the fibre. αm is
the attenuation coefficient given by:
αm =
(
U1m
2pi
)2 λ2
2a3
v2 + 1√
v2 − 1 , (3.2)
where v is the ratio of the refractive index of the cladding, to the refractive index of the
core v = ncl/nco. Because: αm < αm+1, the higher order modes experience a greater
degree of attenuation. Hence, provided there is no coupling between modes and the
fibre is long enough, the output mode will be that of the lowest order. For maximum
transmission, it is therefore best to couple into the fibre with the fundamental mode:
EH11.
To efficiently couple to the EH11 mode of the fibre with a Gaussian beam, they
must be matched spatially. Using equation (2.29) and that the normalised electric
field of the EH1m fibre mode is:
E1m(r) =
J0(u1mr/a)√
2pi
∫ a
0 rJ
2
0 (u1mr/a)dr
, (3.3)
we can find the power coupling efficiency by the overlap integral:
η1m =
∣∣∣∣∫ a0 E∗G(r) · E1m(r)2pirdr
∣∣∣∣2 . (3.4)
The coupling efficiency is thus:
η1m =
4
[∫ a
1 rJ0(u1mr/a)e−r
2/ω20dr
]2
ω20
∫ a
0 rJ
2
0 (u1mr/a)dr
. (3.5)
For a Gaussian beam the maximum coupling efficiency for the EH11 is achieved when
ω0 = 0.64a. For values less than this the higher order modes couple better into the
fibre. For greater values the focus will be too large and the light will inefficiently
enter the fibre. The specific fibre set-up used in the experiments for this thesis will
now be briefly described.
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3.2.2 Hollow Fibre Set-Up
Before entering the hollow fibre set-up there is a 2.4 m delay line for the beam. This
delay line causes a time delay between the ablation beam and driving beam itself, for
the ablation plume experiments (see section 3.4.3).
The beam is focused by a f = 1.5 m focusing mirror (incidence angle ∼ 3 deg)
into a hollow fibre system filled with neon gas. This gas acts as the medium for
SPM and spectral broadening of the pulse. The fibre set-up can be seen in figure
3.3. The fibre is made of fused silica, has a length of 0.9 m and an inner and outer
diameter of 250 µm and 6.7 mm, respectively. Each end is sealed with Viton o-rings
connected onto stainless steel holding tubes. The tubes have broadband (600–1000
nm) anti-reflection coated fused silica windows attached. The entrance tube is 85 cm
long and the window is 0.5 mm thick. The exit tube is 45 cm long and the window 1
mm thick. These lengths were chosen to minimise nonlinear effects in the windows.
Self-focusing due to the Kerr effect and ionisation-induced defocusing when the
beam enters the fibre, can greatly effect the focal spot size [113]. This means ω0 =
0.64a will no-longer be the case, causing the coupling efficiency into the fibre to
decrease. To prevent this, the fibre is differentially pumped (DP). DP systems have
been shown to improve coupling efficiency transmission and reduce the energy that
couples into higher order modes [114–116].
The entrance tube of the fibre is evacuated using a dry scroll pump and a tur-
bomolecular pump. The exit tube is typically filled with 2–3 bar of neon, giving a
pressure of ∼ 10−1 mbar at the entrance.
The output beam from the end of the fibre has a spectrum spanning a whole octave
from 500–1000 nm. The pulse therefore has a sufficiently large enough spectrum to
be compressed into a few-cycle, femtosecond pulse.
3.2.3 Chirped Mirrors
The broadened pulse is compressed using chirped mirrors. Chirped mirrors are a type
of dielectric mirror made of several layers, varying in depth, of different material –
usually the material alternates between SiO2 and TiO2. Therefore the optical path
length in the mirror varies with frequency. Figure 3.4 illustrates this process. Overall
a negative chirp (negative GDD) is applied to the pulse.
In the experimental set-up, a total of 10 double-angle technology chirped-mirrors
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Figure 3.3: The CPA output is coupled into a hollow fibre. After the fibre the pulse
is compressed using chirped mirrors and wedges. Figure courtesy of F. Frank
Figure 3.4: A diagram illustrating the principle behind chirped mirrors. Longer
wavelengths penetrate deeper into the mirror and hence experience a greater delay
than shorter wavelengths. A negative chirp is applied to the input pulse.
(UltraFast Innovations GmbH) are used to apply negative chirp and compress the
pulse. The first five reflections are at an incidence angle of 5◦ and the last five at 20◦.
At the end of the ten reflections the pulse duration is sub-4 femtoseconds. For fine
tuning a pair of silica wedges are used to vary the GDD and obtain the best possible
transform limited pulse.
3.2.4 Wedges
Once the pulse has been compressed by the chirped mirrors, wedges are used to finely
tune the GDD. This is to compensate for when additional negative chirp has been
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Figure 3.5: a) diagram showing the individual wedge shape, size and angle, b) GDD
vs. material insertion for the ultra-thin wedges. Taken from femtolasers catalog.
applied by the chirped mirrors. This ensures the shortest transform limited pulse
is achieved for the hollow fibre output spectrum. The set-up comprises two thin
silica wedges (femto-lasers OA124), both with an angle of 2◦48′, one of the wedges is
mounted on a translation stage (see figure 3.3) and can be moved in and out of the
beam, y, to take away or add more dispersive medium, hence decreasing/increasing
the amount of GDD. Figure 3.5 a) gives details to the shape and size of the wedges
and b) the GDD vs. material insertion for the wedges.
Not only can the wedges fine tune the pulse duration, they can be used over short
distances for a CEP scan and over a long distances as a GDD scan which varies the:
GDD (chirp), CEP and pulse duration. A typical wedge scan for neon can be seen in
figure 3.6. This figure shows the cut-off position varying as the CEP is scanned with
the wedges.
In the cases of inserting or taking out wedge material for the transform-limited
pulse (TLP) – the pulse duration is increased (see equation (2.71)). The leading
edge of the Gaussian pulse has a negative gradient for intensity with respect to time
−∂I
∂t
(see figure 2.8). The GDD for less wedge material adds additional negative
dispersion to this, whereas for more insertion of the wedge there is the addition of
positive dispersion (see equation (2.34)). Therefore, there is a more step intensity
variance and hence larger bandwidth for less wedge material and a shallow, slower
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Figure 3.6: A GDD scan of neon gas harmonics shown in figure 2.6, carried out be-
tween −0.22–0.48 mm of additional wedge material. The neon spectra was integrated
over 4 mrad of beam divergence around 0 mrad and plotted for each wedge position.
intensity variance in the case of more wedge material:
Less wedge material than for TLP : −∂I
∂t
 0 (3.6)
More wedge material than for TLP : −∂I
∂t
≈ 0 (3.7)
This difference in gradients can be seen in the scan in figure 3.6. For less material the
harmonics are more ‘slanted’ as the spectrum (energy position of harmonics) varies
slightly for each wedge position. However, for the additional wedge material, the
spectrum remains relatively the same, and hence the harmonics are ‘flatter’ during
the scan.
The wedge position for the shortest pulse is found by looking at the spectrum and
identifying the location where the cut-off is optimized. This varies slightly on a day to
day basis. Once this optimum position of the wedge is known, the amount of wedge
material that has been inserted / taken out can be calculated using the dimensions
of the wedges and the amount of insertion of the translation stage. This change in
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material path, with equation (2.69), can be used to find the GDD. Equation (2.71)
can be used to calculate the pulse duration.
3.3 SEA-F-SPIDER
To ensure that a few-cycle 3.5 fs pulse is obtained by the CPA and hollow fibre laser
system interferometry method is used. Interferometry methods are sensitive to phase
variations and hence can be used to fully characterise the pulse duration and phase
of few-cycle femtosecond pulses. Spectral phase interferometry for the direct electric
field reconstruction (SPIDER) [117] is a technique that interferes the short pulse
with a spectrally sheared replica of itself. A basic SPIDER set-up works by splitting
the input beam. One arm of the interferometer then stretches the pulses producing
a chirped pulse that has its frequency components spread in time, referred to as an
‘ancilla’. The second arm of the interferometer produces a delayed replica of the pulse,
typically using a split mirror. These two replica pulses then interfere with the ancilla
in a non linear crystal. Second harmonic generation (SHG) occurs, however, due to
the delay between the two replica pulses and the spread in frequency of the ancilla
the SHG results in two up-converted pulses at different central frequencies, described
as being sheared. The resulting spectrum is measured on a spectrometer and through
Fourier filtering of the resultant SHG interference pattern one can retrieve the phase
of the original pulse.
A slight adaptation of this method, developed in our laboratory, is called spatially
encoded arrangement for direct electric field reconstruction by spectral shearing inter-
ferometry with direct spectral filtering for ancilla preparation (SEA-F-SPIDER) [118]
is used to characterise the 3.5 fs pulses. The SEA-F-SPIDER set-up can be seen in
figure 3.7.
SEA-F-SPIDER produces two ancillas with narrow-band spectral filters and the
two out-coming sheared replicas interfere spatially as they are recombined at an angle.
The spatial interference fringes are used to characterise of the original pulse both in
the temporal and spatial domains. More details can be found in Ref: [118].
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Figure 3.7: SEA-F-SPIDER set-up. The first beamsplitter (BS1) reflects a small
portion (6%) of the beam, which is used at the test pulse. The rest of the beam goes
on to prepare the two ancillae beams. It passes through a transmission window A and
a λ/2 wave plate before being split up by a 50:50 beamsplitter (BS2). Each pulse then
passes through different a transmission filter window (FA,B, MaxLine, Semrock). This
produces two pulses with slightly shifted wavelengths shown in the inset. By rotating
the filter with a small servo-motor β (S3003, Futaba) the shear can be adjusted.
The two ancillae and the test beam are then focused (f = 30 cm) with a spherical
mirror (FM1) onto a nonlinear crystal (BBO). The interference pattern is measured
on a imaging spectrometer and analysed, temporally and spectrally characterising the
original pulse. Taken from [118] c© IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission.
All rights reserved.
3.4 The HHG experimental Set-Up
Once compressed by the chirped mirrors and optimised by the wedges the beam passes
through a polariser. The pulses have a duration of 3.5 fs, a wavelength centred around
775 nm and a 1 kHz rep rate. The laser beam enters into the experimental set-up.
This comprises three vacuum chambers. The first, the HHG chamber, is where the
harmonics are produced. The second is the filter/slit chamber. In this chamber either
filters or slits can be inserted using a translation stage. The final chamber contains
a flat field spectrometer to view and analyse the harmonics. Filters can be used
to select particular harmonics and calibrate the spectra (see next section). Also, a
time of flight chamber was built in an attempt to analyse the ablation plumes. All
these chambers are depicted in figure 3.8 and will be discussed in more detail in the
following sections.
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3.4.1 HHG Chamber
The first chamber that the beam enters is the HHG chamber. This chamber is pumped
by two 1000 1 s−1 turbo-molecular pumps which are backed by a 26 m3h−1 dry
scroll pump. The base pressure of the HHG chamber is 10−5–10−6 mbar. At the
entrance window of the chamber there is an iris, used for alignment and to optimise
the harmonics. The entrance window, made of fused silica, is 0.5 mm thick and has
a broadband anti-reflection coating.
Once in the chamber the beam is focused using a 70 cm focusing mirror. The beam
can either be focused into a gas target, which, unless stated otherwise, is positioned 7
mm downstream (past) of the focus, or into an ablation plume. The gas harmonics in
neon were used before each experiment to calibrate the MCP (see section 3.4.6) and
to find the optimum wedge position of the shortest pulse (see section 3.2.4). This also
ensures everything along the beamline is functioning correctly, before to the plume
set-up. Therefore, both a gas and ablation target were needed simultaneously in the
chamber.
Two cameras were used to assist with alignment and overseeing the experiment.
The first is mounted on the top of the HHG chamber and looks directly down onto
the targets and HHG interaction zone. This assists with alignment along the laser
beam, z. The second camera is shown in figure 3.8 and looks through a side flange
window. This assists with alignment of the targets up and down, x and in and out
of the beam, y.
3.4.2 Gas Targets
For the experiments carried out in this thesis, one of two gas target systems were
used, a pulsed gas jet or a much simpler tube target.
Pulsed Gas Jet
The pulse gas jet is show in figure 3.9. This gas jet is designed to have a pulsed
output that only releases gas when triggered by the laser pulses. The gas source is
opened shortly, ∼ 160 µs, before a pulse arrives. The idea behind the target is that
gas is only released when needed – hence, keeping the overall pressure of the chamber
low and the density in the HHG region high, whilst saving gas. The release of the gas
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Figure 3.9: Image of the pulsed gas jet, compliments of W. Okell
is controlled via a piezo disc, which holds a poppet, sealed against a gas outlet with
an o-ring. This piezo disc is triggered to open by a 100 V amplitude square wave,
with a 1 kHz rep rate. This is synchronised with the laser pulses. When opened it
releases gas from the main body of the jet which is backed by 1.4 bar of gas, usually
neon, into a nozzle. The nozzle area has an inner diameter of 500 µm and is 1.5 mm
long in z. It is in this nozzle area that the HHG occurs. The jet is aligned in x, y and
z using three motorised translation stages. When the jet is in operation the chamber
pressure is typically in the region of 1.8× 10−3 mbar.
Two configurations of gas jet were used. In the first, the jet was mounted on the
top of the chamber and moved down in x into the beam. In the second case, the jet
was mounted on its side, opposite the ablation plume target and was moved into the
beamline in y.
Though these gas-jet systems worked efficiently, they were very impractical for
the ablation plume experiments as their positioning would block at least one of the
viewing cameras, making alignment of the ablation target difficult. Also, as the
ablation target and the gas target are mounted separately, six translation stages,
with a large range, were needed to move each target completely out of the way of the
other and not block any of the beams when in use. Vacuum compatible translation
stages are expensive and often the motors malfunction. Therefore, it is best if as few
stages as possible are used. This led to the design of a simpler gas tube target, that
could easily attach on to the ablation target system, giving more target visibility to
the cameras, an easier to align system and fewer translation stages. It also made the
system more self contained and easy to ‘drop’ into any beamline.
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Figure 3.10: a) A diagram showing the design of the ablation plume target system
and the gas tube target (see text for details). b) A diagram showing the ablation and
gas tube target in the ablation beam and driving beam.
Gas tube target
The gas tube target is made from a ∼ 6 cm long nickel tube (GoodFellows) with an
inner and outer diameter of 1.6 mm and 2 mm, respectively. The top of the tube is
sealed with small amount of solder. There is an 0.8 mm hole drilled through the tube
which is covered with a single strip of sellotape (see figure 3.10). The driving laser
beam itself burns a smaller hole through the tape. The tube target is connected to a
gas supply and is attached to the side of the ablation target set-up (see figure 3.10).
The backing pressure of the tube target is ∼ 0.7 bar. This gives a chamber pressure
of 6.6× 10−4 mbar. The harmonics from the tube target proved to be as efficient as
those from the pulsed gas jet, whilst still maintaining a low chamber pressure. The
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pressure of the chamber increases and the harmonic intensity is reduced when the
burn hole in the tape becomes too large. This typically occurs after moving the gas
target in and out of the beam several times. The small changes in the position cause
an increase in the hole size. The tape typically needs to be replaced after two days
of experiments. If the target is not moved the tape needs to be replaced less often.
3.4.3 Rotating Ablation Target
Figure 3.11: Decay of the harmonics from aluminum plasma after stopping the rota-
tion of the motor. The inset shows harmonics were integrated over 40–80 nm spectral
range. [119]
In ablation plume HHG at a 1 kHz rep rate, the target being ablated needs to be
moving in some way to give a fresh target. If the target is stationary and the ablation
beam is only shooting one spot, the heating of the target material influences the
plume. Typically, it only takes around 2000 shots (2 seconds) for the HHG signal to
decrease and finally disappear see figure 3.11 [119]. For the initial experiments of this
thesis the rotating targets consisted of cylindrical targets mounted onto a rotating
stepper motor. The targets were held in place with eight screws. These targets were
very successful at extending the time over which harmonics could be generated –
examples include being used for over 1 million shots [119]. However, the radial play
that the target has leads to oscillations in the harmonic intensity. This is due to the
density of the plume decreasing with distance from the surface of the target, as it
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expands into the vacuum. The stepper motors used previously were quoted, by the
manufacturer, to have an angular accuracy (‘wobble’) of +1 mrad. This translates
into a displacement at the top of the target (5 cm) of > 100 µm. There is also
additional wobble that results in not mounting the targets on the motor completely
concentrically. Another drawback of this system is that stepper motors were used.
Stepper motors constantly draw current, even when not rotating, hence they over-
heat and malfunction when operating for long periods under vacuum. Finally, even
when rotating, the target needs to be occasionally moved up/down, as deep ablation
ridges start to form. This affects how the plume disperses from the surface – if left
rotating on one spot the harmonic intensity starts to decrease. How long before the
target needs to be moved, depends on the material. Typically it is in the region of
10–15 mins of constant ablation.
To carry out systematic experiments the variance in signal due to target wobble,
needs to be limited. Furthermore, to consider ablation plume HHG as an alternative
to gases, in any application, the plume needs to be as stable as the gas targets.
Therefore, for the work in this thesis included designing and building a more stable
target with less radial play.
When mounting a target directly onto a motor, no matter how well it is aligned,
the amount of wobble that can be eliminated, is limited by the radial play of the
motor which cannot be compensated for. Therefore, the new target system was
mechanically decoupled from the motor using a pulley system. Figure 3.10, shows
schematic diagram of the target system and photos can be seen in figure 3.12. A
DC motor (DN22 Trident Engineering) was used to prevent over-heating. Also, the
smoother motion of the rotation is more favorable, compared to the coarser motion
of stepper motors. The DC motor was coupled by a rubber o-ring to the target which
is held in place by two bearings aligned in a stainless steel cylinder. To make the
motor vacuum compatible, all the components were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath
and, where needed, the grease was replaced with vacuum compatible grease (Vacuum
Grease Silicone Lubricant).
The bearings (Champion Bearings), consisted of stainless racers with ceramic balls.
The ceramic balls are coated in a dry, solid tungsten disulfide. This acts as a lubri-
cant for the balls, with minimal out gassing into the vacuum. The inner and outer
diameters of the bearings are 20 mm and 42 mm, respectively and the height was 12
mm. The bearings have a run-out of less than 10 µm. The cylinder holder was ma-
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chined on a lathe that has a concentricity and roundness accuracy of < 10 µm, giving
a good alignment of the two parallel bearings. This cylinder was then suspended in
a stainless steel holder using 8 screws that could be adjusted, if needed, to tilt the
target and compensate for any wobble.
Figure 3.12: a) photos of the target system mounted on a three way translation stage.
b) a diagram of the targets
The targets themselves can be seen in figure 3.12.b). Several target materials can
be placed onto one target. This is practical as it prevents the need to open the HHG
chamber when wanting to change target material. The target materials are screwed
onto an aluminum post, which has a ledge to sit in the bearings and a ridge for the
O-ring. The targets are then lathed with a concentricity accuracy of < 10 µm. The
diameters of the targets ranged from 1–3 cm depending on the price and quantity
of material available. The benefit of a larger diameter, is a larger target surface
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Figure 3.13: A graph showing the radial displacement from the axis, mm, measured
using a DTI of the ablation target as a function of distance from the bottom of the
target.
area. Simulation of the driving laser beam’s confocal region using equation (2.28),
showed that targets with diameters up to 5 cm could be comfortably used without
clipping the beam. Figure 3.12 b) also shows ablation ridges on the surface of the
target. When a target has been extensively used, a thin layer can be lathed off and
the target reused. When a target has not been used for a long time, it is always
lathed before the experiment thus ensuring smoothness of the surface and removal of
contaminants or any oxidation of the surface, whilst in storage.
The ablation target was mounted on a three way translation stage for adjustment
in any direction. Typically for Zn and In the harmonics were optimised slightly closer
to the focus than for gas harmonics. The majority of experiments, unless stated
otherwise, were carried out with the target at 5 mm down stream of the focus. The
target was moved into the driving beamline, until it was blocked and then jogged
back by approximately 25–50 µm, until harmonics were seen. The harmonic intensity
can be very sensitive to this distance.
The radial displacement of the target was measured using a dial test indicator,
(DTI) and showed less than a 40 µm wobble when over 4 cm away from the base of
the top bearing (see figure 3.13).
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3.4.4 Ablation Beamline
The targets were ablated using part of the uncompressed beam of the CPA laser
system. This beam was picked off with a 80:20 beam splitter. The beam diameter is
∼ 2 cm, the pulse duration: 23 ±0.5 ps and its central wavelength and frequency the
same as the driving beam, 775 nm and 1 kHz, respectively. The pulse duration was
measured using an autocorrelator built for the work in this thesis. The beam passed
through an attenuator consisting of a wave plate and a polariser. The attenuator was
used to vary the energy of the beam, in the range of 0–110 µJ. The ablation beam
then goes through an iris, before being focused through a chamber window onto the
target, using a 40 cm focusing lens. This beamline can be seen in figure 3.8.
The HHG driving pulse must be delayed with respect to the ablating pulse. This
is to allow the plume to expand from the surface of the target. As discussed in
section 2.4.1 and depicted in figure 2.10 it is on the time on the nanoseconds that
the plume develops from the surface of the target. It is also known from previous
research [78, 97, 99], that for the majority of materials this delay needs to be in the
range of 30–60 ns although no extensive investigations on the optimal time have been
carried out. To generate this time delay, an additional delay line of ∼ 2.4 m was put
in place before the hollow fibre. This resulted in an overall time delay between the
ablating and driving beam of 36 ns (unless stated otherwise), which was measured
using a photo-diode.
3.4.5 Moving Screen – Debris Control
One of the drawbacks of ablation plume HHG is that the plume expands into the
chamber and coats any near-by optics and windows. Fortunately, the 70 cm HHG
focusing mirror is far enough away that it is not affected by this. However, the window
by which the ablation beam enters is directly in the path of the plume. This means it
suffers from a large amount of debris coating. This coating is not transparent to the
ablation beam and builds up over time. As it builds up it finally blocks the ablation
beam, hence preventing any plume generation. How long it takes before the beam is
blocked depends on the material. For example, indium and zinc leave a relatively light
semi transparent coating. Also, the laser, to an extent, can re-ablate the deposits on
the window and the plume can be generated for 1–2 hrs before the window needs to
be cleaned or the ablation beam’s intensity increased to compensate. However, when
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Figure 3.14: A photo of the moving screen
ablating materials such as carbon, which produces debris that is very dark in colour,
it can sometimes be only 20 min before the window needs to be cleaned. In figure
3.12 a) the debris of a carbon plume can be seen on the top bearing.
Cleaning the chamber window regularly proves very impractical. The experiment
has to be stopped; the turbos need to be turned off, allowed to spin down and the
chamber pressure let-up before cleaning. The chamber then needs to be shut; re-
pumped down and the laser alignment checked. Therefore cleaning the window takes
several hours. For some of the initial experiments, glass microscope slides, were placed
in front of the target and these were changed as opposed to cleaning the windows.
This is slightly more efficient as some of the debris can be very hard to remove as these
materials are solids at room temperature. However, these slides did not reduce how
frequently the chamber needed to be opened. This issue of debris cleaning limits the
experimental applications of ablation plume HHG emission. For any real applications,
or the possibility that ablation plume HHG can be used as an alternative to gas HHG,
this issue needed to be addressed.
Hence, a moving screen system was developed. This system uses sheets of cellulose
acetate (from overhead projector transparency sheets) sliced and stuck together to
form a long reel of transparent screen. This screen was rolled and placed in a cylin-
drical holder. A DC motor was then used to roll the other end of the reel, making a
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moving screen. Figure 3.14 shows a photo of the screen.
The cellulose acetate made no identifiable difference to the ablating beam’s per-
formance when compared to the microscope glass slides. The harmonics remained
unchanged. The screen was only moved when needed: every 20–30 mins. To do this
the DC motor was switched on until a clean area of screen was revealed. To reduce
the amount the screen that had to be moved and generally catch as much debris as
possible, a shield made of two metal sheets with a spacing of 2.5 cm in-between, was
placed in-front of the screen. The ablation beam passed through the space in-between
the metal sheets (see figure 3.8).
3.4.6 Filter and Flat Field Spectrometer Chambers – View-
ing The HHG Spectra
After the HHG chamber the femtosecond driving and HHG beam co-propagate into
the subsequent chambers. The first is the filter chamber. This chamber acts as
differential pumping stage for the flat field spectrometer chamber (FFSC). The filter
chamber is pumped by a 10001 s−1 turbo-molecular pump, backed by a 6.6 m3h−1 dry
scroll pump. Its pressure is typically 5× 10−6 mbar. The FFSC is pumped by a 771
s−1 turbo-molecular pump, backed by a 6.6 m3h−1 dry scroll pump and its pressure
is typically 2× 10−6 mbar.
The filter chamber also houses a set of spectral filters that can be used to select
particular harmonics. An aluminum foil filter is used to calibrate the HHG spectrum.
The filter has a steep drop in transmission from 72.7 ± 0.1 eV onwards. This edge,
together with the grating equation, is used to spectrally calibrate the spectrometer.
Slits were also mounted on the translation stage in this chamber and could be in-
serted to produce interference patterns used in experiments to analyse the coherence
properties of the harmonic emission (see Chapter 6).
The FFSC comprises a gold-coated flat field grating, which has 1200 1 mm−1
grooves (001-0437, Hitachi) [120] This grating spectrally disperses the harmonics onto
the Fourier plane (a flat plane). This is imaged onto a micro-channel plate (MCP)
(Photonis). The MCP amplifies the signal from the harmonic photons via the mul-
tiplication of electrons in micro channels, due to secondary emission. This amplified
electron signal of the harmonics is then imaged on to a P46 phosphor screen, which
outputs photons at 530 nm with a 300 ns decay time. The phosphor screen produces
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a spatially-resolved image of the harmonic spectrum. This is viewed by a 14 bit CCD
camera (Coolview FDI, Photonic Science) with an array of 1329×1040 pixels with
the size 6.45×6.45 µm. From knowing the pixel size the divergence of the harmonics
can be calibrated. The CCD camera is Peltier-cooled to reduce thermal noise.
As the active region on the MCP only has a 40 mm diameter, the MCP needs to
be moved up and down in the plane, x, of the grating to see different parts of the
HHG spectrum. For this, the MCP is mounted on a movable flange. The spectrum
from 15–200 eV can be seen by moving the MCP over a range of 50 mm.
3.5 Time of Flight Mass Spectrometer
When producing the ablation plumes, a lengthy process of manual adjustments to the
target position and ablation beam intensity are made to optimise the brightness of the
harmonics. It is not always known under these optimum conditions exactly what ions,
if any, are being produced in the plume. To a certain extent the spectrum and position
of the resonance indicates which atoms or ions are producing the HHG emission.
However, due to the extensive number of possible autoionising state transition for
some elements, it can still be difficult to identify the active ion. It also does not
answer the question of whether the ions are produced by the ablation beam or indeed
by the HHG driving beam. Nor does it identify the possibility that clusters or oxides
are involved.
It is therefore in the interest of all ablation plume HHG experiments, to gain more
information of the plume composition. This information can lead to more consistent
plumes. Optimum ablation beam conditions can also be better achieved, increasing
the efficiency of the harmonics.
In an attempt to further investigate the composition of the plumes, a time of flight
mass spectrometer (TOF-MS) [121] was built to compliment the HHG experiments
in this thesis. The system is based on one already in existence in Madrid (Instituto
de Qu´ımica F´ısica Rocasolano (CSIC)) [122], which has been successful in measuring
spectra for plasma targets ablated with a Nd:YAG and other laser sources. The
aim is that when the ablation beam conditions have been adjusted to give the best
(brightest) harmonics, a flip mirror is used to guide the beam into the TOF chamber.
There, it is focused by an identical 40 cm lens onto a target of the same material to
reproduce the plume in the TOF.
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Figure 3.15: a)An image showing the electrode set-up. The spacing between the
repeller and extractors can be seen, see text for more details. b) The isolating target
rod, that grounds the target.
A schematic drawing of the TOF electrode set-up can be seen in figure 3.15 a). A
square solid repeller and four extractors with central holes are suspended in the TOF
vacuum chamber, on a metal frame. The plates are made of 2 mm thick stainless steel
and are electrically isolated from each other and the vacuum chamber using ceramic
rods. The hollow ceramic rods encase all the bolts and bars holding the structure
in place. The electrode plates are 60×60 mm and the central holes of the extractor
electrodes have a diameter of 20 mm. The repeller and first extractor are separated
by 20 mm. The three following extractors are each separated by 8 mm.
The extractors are connected with 1 MΩ resistors, R. Voltages ranging between
0.1–1.5 kV are applied on the repeller Vr and the first extractor electrode Vex1, where
Vex1 > Vr. The last extractor is grounded, hence, due to Ohm’s law V = IR, where
I is current and R is resistance and the relation of resistors in series RTotal = R1 +
R2 +R3..., the voltage Vex1 is distributed over the four extractor electrodes, such that:
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the first extractor has a voltage Vex1; the second has a voltage Vex2 = 2R1ohmVex1−Vex12R1ohm ;
the third has voltage of Vex3 = R1ohmVE1−Vex1R1ohm and the final extractor electrode has
a voltage of zero, Vex4 = 0, as it is grounded. The potential difference Vex1 − Vr
between the repeller and first extractor causes any ions, to be accelerated towards the
first extractor. The voltage distribution over the three following extractor electrodes
continues to accelerate the ions and guides them into a flight tube. The flight tube
can be seen in figure 3.8.
The flight tube length, measured from the end of the last electrode is 1 m. In
this tube there is a temporal spreading of the ions, as the force, F and hence their
acceleration, a is dependent on their mass mion, due to Newton’s law F = ma and
charge, due to the Lorentz force F = qE where, q is the charge of the ion and E is
the electric field due to a potential difference across the electrodes. At the end of the
flight tube is a MCP with with a total voltage difference across the plates of around
2.3 kV. The signal from the MCP, which is read off from an oscilloscope, gives the
arrival time of different ions. From knowing the arrival times, the charge and the
mass of the ions can be used to analyse the plume.
The targets were cut into disks, with diameter 5 mm and were mounted onto
a hollow glass rod, with a small amount of super-glue. The back of the target it
connected to ground, so no charge builds up on the target. The glass rod ensures the
target is effectively suspended in-between the repeller and extractor. The glass rod
is then attached to a nylon cone which acts as guide through a metal structure in the
chamber, ensuring the target is placed exactly between the two electrodes. All this,
is mounted onto a metal rod which is rotated by an external stepper motor (see figure
3.15). To prevent the need of letting the whole chamber up, there is a small loading
chamber connected by a gate valve to the main chamber. To change the target, the
metal rod is pulled back into the loading chamber, the valve is closed and the loading
chamber is let up to atmosphere. The main chamber is pumped by a 1000 1 s−1
turbo-molecular pump which is backed by a 26 m3h−1 dry scroll pump, the resting
pressure of the chamber is typically 10−7 mbar and 10−5 mbar when the target is
being ablated. The loading chamber is pumped by a 170 1 s−1 turbo-molecular pump
backed by a dry scroll. The loading chamber’s base must be at least 10−5 mbar before
opening the valve and inserting the target.
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3.6 Summary
In this chapter the experimental set-up and laser system used to carry out research in
this thesis has been described. This included a description of how CPA laser systems
work and also how SPM can be used in hollow fibres to further compress pulses with
chirped mirror. Examples of how wedges can adjust the GDD and hence the pulse
duration, CEP, and chirp were also outlined. How the few-cycle pulse, produced by
the CPA hollow fiber system are characterised by SEA-F-SPIDER was also given.
In addition to the laser system, the design of a stable rotating target and screen
system, which enables prolonged experimental investigations of ablation plume HHG
to be carried out was given. Also, there is a description of the design of a TOF
chamber which was built to better characterise the plumes used throughout these
investigations.
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Chapter 4
Resonant Harmonics in Zinc and
Indium Ablation Plumes
This chapter investigates resonant HHG emission from two specific targets: zinc and
indium. A variety of experiments and analysis of the high harmonic spectra from these
plumes were carried out. The aims of these experiments were to better understand
the microscopic picture of the processes attributing to the resonances and compare
with the theory of the Four Step Model. Other aims included better cataloguing
of the conditions under which these resonant harmonics were optimised allowing for
better reproducibility. These experiments included varying the CEP and ellipticity of
the driving IR beam. A comparison in indium was also made for few and multi-cycle
driving beams.
4.1 Zinc and Indium
Zinc is a group 12 metal. Neutral zinc atoms have 30 electrons and the electron shell
configuration, [Ar] 3d104s2 is depicted in figure 4.1. The ionisation potential of the
1st, 2nd and 3rd electron are 9.3941 eV, 17.964 eV and 39.722 eV, respectively. At
room temperature zinc has a brittle crystalline structure with a melting and boiling
point of 420 ◦C and 907 ◦C, respectively. Despite being brittle it can be machined
with relative ease into most shapes. It reacts with moist air to form a thin layer of
carbonate that prevents further corrosion [123]. Zinc can readily form +2 cations and
its preferred oxidation states are ZnO and Zn(OH)2.
The electron configuration, [Kr] 4d105s25p1 of indium can be seen in figure 4.1. It
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Figure 4.1: An illustration of the electron shell structure of zinc and indium
is a group 12, p-block element with an un-paired electron in its outer p-shell. Neutral
indium has a total of 49 electrons. The ionisation potential of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
electron are 5.7864 eV, 18.869 eV and 28.03 eV, respectively. At room temperature
indium is a soft malleable material and can be easily imprinted from handling or
pressing a fingernail into it. It has very a low melting point of 157 ◦C, however, its
boiling point compared to this is very high at 2072 ◦C. Indium tends not to oxidize
in air [124].
4.2 Experimental Set-Up
To make the indium and zinc targets, sputter targets (Ktech, 99.9% purity) were
purchased and machined. Both materials were mounted onto the same cylindrical
target which made changing between the two elements in the experiments practical.
The softness of indium meant it was difficult to cut and screw onto the aluminum
target post. To overcome this, the indium was sandwiched between the aluminum
and zinc, any distortion of the indium shape was removed during the lathing process.
The low melting point of indium meant that when the ablation beam was focused
on the target for long periods, it heated up, began to melt and deformed the whole
target. The rotation of the targets prolonged the time it took before this happens,
however, typically after ∼ 10 min of constant ablation the target was deformed in
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shape causing ’wobble’ in the system. This meant short breaks to allow the target to
cool, were made every 2–3 min.
The thin layer of carbonate that forms on zinc when left in air, acts as a protective
layer, preventing deeper contamination of the target. This, together with the low
oxidization tendency of indium, means that re-lathing the target after any prolonged
storage removes any contaminants. Therefore, before each experimental run the target
was lathed.
For experiments investigating the ellipticity effects of the driving IR field, a zero
order quarter wave plate (Newport) was inserted into the driving IR beam before
entering the HHG chamber (see figure 3.8). The quarter wave plate could be used to
vary the polarisation from linear to circular, with any degree of ellipticity in between.
In indium comparisons between the harmonics driven with a few-cycle and multi-
cycle pulses were made. For this an additional CPA laser source was used. This was
a 1-kHz repetition rate Ti:S laser (Red Dragon, KML Inc.) which produced 780 nm,
0.6 mJ, 30 fs pulses with a 60 nm bandwidth. This was focused into the ablation
plumes using a 200 mm focal length spherical mirror. The intensity in the plumes
was in the region of 5 × 1014 W/cm2. Similar to the set-up in figure 3.8 , for the
ablation beam, part of the uncompressed, 780 nm, 1.3 mJ, 160 ps at FWHM, was
split off using a beam splitter prior to the compressor. The intensity of the ablation
beam was in the range of 4–7 ×109 W/cm2.
4.2.1 Optimising Target Position Along z Coordinate
The targets were initially set-up in the same position as where the gas target har-
monics were optimised for neon ∼ 7 mm downstream from the focus (see section 2.3
and [61]). However, by scanning them in z it was found that both the harmonics of
indium and zinc were better optimised at ∼ 5 mm downstream from the focus, so
slightly closer to the focus than for the neon. The range in z, over which the har-
monics could be scanned was limited to around 6 mm. This is because when moving
the target the ablation beam also needs to be adjusted. This was done by tilting the
mirror before the focusing lens (see figure 3.8). If the targets were moved too far in z
the ablation beam was clipped by the entrance window. The spot size on the target
also changes due to the angle of incidence. Therefore, the ablation conditions are not
conserved. When this occurs it is not possible to determine whether the difference in
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harmonic spectra was caused by the ablation conditions or the variance in z.
Using the cut-off in neon spectra and the geometrical set-up of the experiment,
it was estimated that the intensity of the driving beam at 5 mm downstream from
the focus, in the plume, was 1.3 ± 0.8 × 1014 W/cm2. This error in intensity is as a
result of the errors in correctly identifying the cut-off value in neon, plus the error in
knowing the exact difference in distance of the two targets along z and the error from
assuming that the beam is acting perfectly as a Gaussian.
4.3 The Harmonics Spectra of Indium and Zinc
Figure 4.2: Indium resonant harmonic spectra. The driving IR laser is a ∼ 4.5 fs, 1
kHz pulsed laser, centred around 775 nm. The intensity in the plume was estimated
to be 1.0 ± 0.8 × 1014 W/cm2. In the spectra, three resonant harmonics can be
seen at 19.7 ± 0.1, 20.5 ± 0.1 and 22.3 ± 0.1 eV. To the right of the spectra is a
lineout through the middle of the 20.5 ± 0.1 eV harmonic, showing the divergence.
A plasma emission line can be seen faintly behind the harmonic. Underneath the
spectra is a lineout at zero divergence showing how the intensity of the spectra varies
with harmonic energy. This image is an average of 20 frames, where each frame is
an integral of the harmonic signal over 300 shots of the driving laser (300 ms). The
driving IR beam had the CEP locked at pi/2.
Figure 4.2 and figure 4.3 show the spectra obtained in indium and zinc, respec-
tively. Both these spectra were obtained with the 23 ps ablation beam. The zinc
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Figure 4.3: Zinc resonant harmonic spectra. The driving IR laser is a 3.5 fs, 1 kHz
pulsed laser, centred around 775 nm. The intensity in the plume was estimated to be
1.3× 1014± 0.8 W/cm2. In the spectra only one harmonic at at 19.1 eV can be seen.
To the right of the spectra is a lineout through the middle of this harmonic, showing
the divergence. A plasma emission line can be seen faintly behind the harmonic.
Underneath the spectra is a lineout at zero divergence showing how the intensity of
the spectra varies with harmonic energy. This image is an average of 20 frames, where
each frame is an integral of the harmonic signal over 200 shots of the driving laser
(200 ms).The driving IR beam had the CEP locked at pi/2.
spectrum was obtained with the 3.5 fs driving IR pulse. However, the indium spectra
was optimised when the wedge was slightly inserted (see section 3.2.4). Hence, for
indium, the pulse was slightly negatively chirped, the pulse duration was ∼ 4.5 fs
and peak intensity 1.0 ± 0.8 × 1014 W/cm2. The next chapter explores this in more
detail. Each figure show the spectra and underneath, a lineout of the spectra at zero
divergence. This shows how intensity varies with harmonics energy. There is a lineout
to the right of the spectra, which is taken through the middle of the main harmonic
(for indium this is the central harmonic at 20.5 ± 0.1 eV ), this shows the spatial
divergence of the harmonic.
The indium spectra was obtained and optimised when the ablation intensity was
1.3±0.4× 1011 W/cm2. There is an intense strong peak in the spectra at 20.5 ± 0.1
eV. There are also harmonics either side of this main peak; these are at 19.7 ± 0.1
and 22.3 ± 0.1 eV. Increasing or decreasing the ablation intensity from this optimum
ablation intensity caused all of the harmonics to collectively decrease in intensity.
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Figure 4.4: Spectral lineout of the zinc harmonics obtained at an ablation intensity
of 2.2×1011 W/cm2. The spectra show harmonics up until the 17th harmonic. This
spectrum was obtained at a higher integration time than previously shown spectra,
however, the intensity has been calibrated so is comparable to that seen in figure 4.3.
The main central peak remained the most intense peak under all ablation conditions.
The harmonic to the left at 19.7 ± 0.1 eV has an intensity that is ≈ 2× less than of
the central peak. The harmonic on the right at 22.3 ± 0.1 eV had an intensity that
was ≈ 5× less than the central peak (20.5 ± 0.1 eV). Attempts were made to saturate
MCP for these three harmonics so any other, less intense, harmonics could be seen.
However, other than these three peaks, no harmonics were seen with this set-up.
The zinc spectra shows a very clear resonant harmonic at 19.1 eV. This harmonic
was optimised and this spectra obtained when the ablation intensity was 1.5±0.4×1011
W/cm2. At around 17.5 eV at a lower position on the MCP a very faint harmonic
could be seen. When the ablation conditions were increased from 1.5±0.4 × 1011
W/cm2 the intensity of this 17.5 eV harmonic increased very slightly. However, the
intensity of 19.1 eV harmonic decreased. At an ablation intensity of 2.2±0.4 × 1011
W/cm2 other faint harmonics could be seen up to 26.7 eV (see figure 4.4). These
harmonics were at values that are consistent with the 11–17th harmonics (H11–H17)
of the driving laser field. Also their position on the MCP, in terms of divergence,
became more central, hence they were emitted more on-axis.
In both figures 4.2 and 4.3 faint plasma emission lines can be seen behind the
enhanced harmonics. The lineouts through the centre of the enhanced harmonics
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give an indication of their divergences and relative intensity. When the driving beam
was blocked these emission lines were not seen.
4.3.1 Ellipticity Experimental Results
Figure 4.5: A graph showing the measured resonant harmonic intensity as a function
of the ellipticity, mrad, of the driving IR beam.
Figure 4.5 shows the intensity dependence of the indium and zinc harmonics as
a function of ellipticity, , of the driving IR beam. The intensities have all been
calibrated, hence the relative intensity of the indium and zinc harmonics can also be
seen on this graph. All the harmonics show a similar pattern with higher intensity
values when the ellipticity is close to zero and the harmonics intensity decreasing with
increasing ellipticity. Also plotted on the graphs is a Gaussian fit for the data. The
Gaussian fit of the zinc harmonic is as follows:
I() = I(0)e−(
−7.1×10−3
15.5×10−2 )
2
, (4.1)
and for the central indium harmonic at 20.5 ± 0.1 eV is:
I() = I(0)e−(
−7.9×10−3
18.7×10−2 )
2
. (4.2)
4.3.2 CEP scans and data
Figure 4.6 and 4.7 show CEP scans for the indium and zinc, respectively. They were
obtained under the same conditions as in figures 4.2 and 4.3. For indium the CEP is
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Figure 4.6: A CEP scan of indium from 0–2pi. a) gives lineouts of the resonant
harmonics at 19.7 ± 0.1, 20.5 ± 0.1 and 22.3 ± 0.1 eV, showing how the intensity of
the harmonics vary with the CEP. b) shows the integrated (over a 4 mrad divergence)
spectra, as the CEP is scanned. This CEP scan was taken using : ∼ 4.5 fs, 1 kHz
pulsed driving IR beam, centred around 775 nm. The intensity in the plume was
estimated to be 1.0± 0.8× 1014 W/cm2.
scanned over 0–2pi rad and for zinc 0–4pi rad. For each CEP value a spatial integration
of the spectra between −2–2 mrad was taken and is plotted. The scans for indium
were only taken between 0–2pi rad to prevent melting of the target as the scan can
take several minutes to collect. Lineouts of the harmonics over the course of the scan
can be seen in each figure.
For zinc the peak intensity for the 19.1 eV harmonic was obtained at CEP value
of 0.4pi rad. This is ∼ 6% higher than the minimum value which was obtained at
3.4pi. All three of the indium harmonics show almost no variance in intensity as the
CEP was scanned. The slowly decreasing signal during the scan is most likely due to
target deterioration affecting the plume. This scan was not an isolated case. Several
scans of indium on different days of the experimental run showed similar decreases of
intensity. This decrease in intensity could be compensated for by jogging the target
after the scan was completed.
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Figure 4.7: A CEP scan of zinc from 0–4pi. a) gives a lineout of the resonant harmonic
at 19.1 eV, showing how the intensity of the harmonics varies with the CEP. b) shows
the integrated (over a 4 mrad divergence) spectra, as the CEP is scanned. This CEP
scan was taken using: ∼ 3.5 fs, 1 kHz pulsed driving IR beam, centred around 775
nm. The intensity in the plume was estimated to be 1.3± 0.8× 1014 W/cm2.
4.4 Multi-Cycle Driven Indium Spectrum
The harmonic spectra obtained from indium with the 30 fs driving beam and 160 ps
ablation beam can be seen in figure 4.8. The figure displays a lineout of the spectrum,
showing the spectral distribution. A raw spectral image of the harmonics from which
the lineout was taken is also shown as an inset in this figure. The signal was optimised
when the ablation intensity was 5 ±0.5× 109 W/cm2.
It can be seen that the spectrum looks different to that in figure 4.2. There is a
very intense harmonic at 20.7 eV (λ =60 nm), which corresponds to an enhancement
of the 13th harmonic. Aside from this peak harmonic, there is plateau region of
harmonics with relative similar intensity from 15–35 eV, followed by a cut-off region
which extends up to 50 eV, the 33rd harmonic. The intensity of the enhanced 13th
harmonic is over 40× that of the neighboring harmonics on either side.
In the spectrum, the plasma emission line can be see in the raw spectrum image in
figure 4.8, as the thin vertical line behind the 13th harmonic with a higher divergence.
The spectrum was optimised by slightly tuning the 30 fs pulses wavelength to better
coincide with the 13th harmonic, this was done by adjusting the separation of the
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Figure 4.8: The harmonic spectrum from indium ablation plume created with a 160
ps ablation beam. The driving IR beam was a 30 fs, 1 kHz beam centred around 780
nm with an intensity of 5×1014 W/cm2. The spectra shows a strong enhancement of
the 13th harmonic at 20.7 eV. A raw image of the spectrum is also shown as an inset.
In this image the plasma emission line can be seen faintly behind the 13th harmonic.
The highest harmonics obtained was the 33rd harmonic. Image from [125]
compressor gratings. The wavelength was increased slightly by adjusting the separa-
tion of the two compressor gratings inside the laser. This increased the intensity of
the 13th harmonic by about 20%.
4.5 Discussion of Results
The spectra obtained by the few-cycle pulse set-up and shown in figures 4.2 and
4.3 show the distinctive features of resonant harmonics discussed in section 2.4. The
strong indium resonant enhancement is consistent with resonant harmonics previously
reported [12, 99, 126, 127]. The spectra show no plateau or cut-off region usually
observed with traditional Three Step Model HHG emission. The presence of highly
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divergent plasma emission lines in all of the spectra suggests that this is a property
which is the result of the plume being a lightly ionised plasma.
As the intensity of the three harmonics seen from indium, act in a similar way
when the ablation intensity is varied they most likely correspond to three different
autoionising state transitions of the same parent ion. From previous work by Duffy
[128], which catalogues the absorption spectra of laser induced indium plumes. The
resonant harmonics can be attributed to transitions from an AIS to either the ground
state of the singularly ionised indium (InII) or an excited state of this ion (InII*).
The main central resonant harmonic, found at 20.5 ± 0.1 eV, can be attributed
to the InII* transition: (4d95s5p2 (1S)3D3 → 4d105s5p2 3P2) which has an energy of
20.53 eV [128]. The harmonic at lower eV (to the left) of the central harmonic at 19.7
± 0.1 eV is most likely due to the InII transition: (4d95s25p(2D) 1P1 → 4d105s2 1S0)
which has an energy of 19.92 eV [128]. Finally, the harmonics at higher eV (to
the right) of the central harmonic found at 22.3 ± 0.1 eV can be attributed to the
InII* transition:(4d95s5p2 (3P)3P2 → 4d105s5p2 3P1) which corresponds to an energy
of 22.34 eV [128].
These values for the energy transition between the autoionising states are very
close to those measured. For the central and higher energy harmonic the measured
energy is within < 1% of the assigned transition energy. The lower energy harmonic
on the left (19.7 ± 0.1 eV) is slightly less in energy than in the literature. It is the
only one of the three transitions which is to the ground state ion. There may be
other effects within the plasma that can cause a distortion in the energy transition,
including a Stark shift. That the experimental values for two of the harmonics in the
spectrum are so close in value to that from literature means that the difference in
value for the 19.7 ± 0.1 eV harmonic are most likely due to a physical property of the
transition rather than experimental errors in the measurement. None of the resonant
harmonics obviously corresponded to an odd harmonic of the 775 nm driving field.
The AIS in zinc are less well known for laser induced plumes. There are several
papers on this topic [129–133], some of which are contradictory, giving different mea-
sured transitions between ground and autoionising states. Figure 4.9 summarises the
energy of the different states as found in these papers. From this figure it can be seen
that there are transitions from the ground state ZnII ion at 20 eV. Simulations by
Amelle Za¨ır (Imperial College) using Fano resonances for this 20 eV transition yield
an enhancement of around ×2 of H13 (around 20.7 eV), for a 3.5 fs, 775 nm beam with
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Figure 4.9: An image summarising different transitions between autoionising states
of zinc as found in various papers [129–133]. From V.Strelkov via private communi-
cation.
intensity 1.3 ×1014 W/cm2 (see figure 4.10). Fano resonances, as discussed in section
2.4.2 are comparable to parameters, F (∆ω) and Q in the Four Step Model. These
simulations also imply a steep phase jump across the enhanced harmonic. However,
the experimental results gave the zinc harmonic energy at 19.1 eV, nearly 2 eV off-set
from where it was predicted to be seen. This could be due to a Stark shift, or a
different AIS is responsible.
Vasily Strelkov also carried out TDSE simulations of the 19.92 eV transition in in-
dium using, the Four Step Model described in section 2.4.2. Specifically, the potential
parameters that were chosen in equation (2.56) were: a0 = 0.65, a1 = 1.0, a2 = 3.8,
and a3 = 1.6, to reproduce the energies of the ground state and AIS, the AIS width,
and the transition oscillator strength of this specific transition respectively. More
details of this calculation can be found in [125]. The simulations were carried out for
a 3.9 fs pulse, centred at 800 nm with CEP pi/4 and an ablation intensity of 1×1015
W/cm2. The results are shown in figure 4.11. There is a strong enhancement at this
transition near H13.
Both the simulations of Zair for zinc and of Strelkov for indium , show that there
should be a strong enhancements of harmonics at the AIS energy values, which is seen
in the experiment. However, they do not predict the extent to which these resonant
harmonics are enhanced compared to the non-resonant harmonics. Both simulations
show a lower intensity for the non-resonant harmonics (in Strelkov simulations they
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Figure 4.10: Simulations by Amelle Za¨ır, of harmonic spectra of Zn+ using Fano
resonances to simulate the 19.7 ± 0.1 eV transition. The dipole strength is shown as
a function of harmonic order. It can be seen that there is an enhancement around
H13. The phase is also plotted, showing a phase jump through the resonance.
are≈ 100× less intense than the resonant harmonics), but not a complete suppression.
Where, in the experiment the non-resonant harmonics could not be seen, even when
saturating the MCP for the other harmonics – implying the enhancement of the
indium harmonics were ≥ 200× more intense than the non-resonant harmonics.
4.5.1 CEP Discussion
Four Step Model TDSE simulations by Vasily Strelkov (Institute of the Russian
Academy of Sciences), also showed that there should be CEP effects on the indium
resonance [125]. However, there were no obvious CEP variations in the indium inten-
sity over the CEP scans in the experiment for the three resonant harmonics see figure
4.6. Zinc also showed a very weak CEP dependence see figure 4.7. These findings are
in line with those previously reported for Mn where, again the experimental results
showed much less CEP dependence than that predicted by TDSE simulations [14].
These results have confirmed previous suggestions that ablation plumes resonant har-
monics could be used as a source of CEP insensitive emission without the need for
complicated f-2-2f feedback loops, as required for gas phase targets.
The reason why the harmonics are so weakly dependent on CEP is currently not
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Figure 4.11: Simulations of indium 19.92 AIS transition using the Four Step Model.
The simulations were carried out for a 3.9 fs, 800 nm pulse with and ablation intensity
of 1×1014 W/cm2. Image from [125]
understood. It may be due to the lack of non-resonant harmonics being present/ being
seen. The indium showed no signs of non-resonant harmonics in the detection range
and the energy values of three resonant harmonics were close to the the energy values
of know AIS transitions. This implies that resonant (Four Step Model) processes were
dominating. The zinc harmonics did show under some ablation conditions that non-
resonant harmonics were present and also the emission did not correspond exactly to
any AIS transition. Therefore, the Three Step Model could in part be contributing
to the intensity of the zinc harmonic and hence varying with CEP – effecting the
overall resonant intensity weakly. This then assumes the resonant harmonic process
is completely independent of CEP hence why no variance in CEP was seen for indium.
It could also be a property of the propagation or phase-matching of the emission in the
plume that diminishes any differences in the HHG spectra for different CEP values.
The increased presence of free electrons may be an explanation.
4.5.2 Phase-Matching Discussion
It was shown in section 4.2.1, that the optimum position in z for the resonant har-
monics was slightly different to that for neon, with the resonant harmonics being
optimised closer to the focus of the laser. This is counter-intuitive, as initially by
looking at equation (2.42) it would be assumed that the value for kfree-electronsq in the
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lightly ionised plume would be greater than that for the gas harmonics and hence the
value for ∆kdipoleq would need to be greater and hence more down stream from the
focus. However, this assumes that ∆kdipoleq is the same for the mechanism causing the
resonant harmonics as it is in the Three Step Model. Assuming the resonant harmon-
ics are produced by the Four Step Model, an additional term is required to account
for the phase acquired from the AIS to the ground state. This phase, we know from
simulations, is a positive phase. This suggests there needs to be less compensation
of the negative elements of the phase-matching and hence the targets need to be less
far down stream / closer to the focus.
Another factor that may cause the phase-matching to be different is the prop-
agation in the plume. As the HHG emission propagates there is ionisation of the
nonlinear medium. Wave-number variations may be caused by the frequency of the
resonant harmonic being very close in value to that of the inner-shell atomic transi-
tions of the plume ions. This may cancel out the free electron effect. Therefore, the
optimal phase condition would occur when this canceling effect is satisfied.
4.5.3 Ellipticity Discussion
All the resonant harmonics, in indium and zinc showed a decrease in intensity and
almost completely disappeared when the ellipticity of the driving laser field was in-
creased. This strongly supports that the harmonics are resulting from mechanisms
that include an ionised electron in the continuum. It also indicates that the harmon-
ics are not the result of spontaneous emission from the plasma. All the harmonics
gave a good fit (to within 5%) of a Gaussian relation between ellipticity and harmonic
intensity. This is very similar to the Gaussian dependent behavior of non-resonant
harmonics intensity to ellipticity of the driving laser field, as previously shown in
theory and experiments in neon [134]. The intensity dependence on ellipticity of
non-resonant harmonics usually has the Gaussian relation [134]:
I() ∝ e−( −0D )2 . (4.3)
where 0 is the central ellipticity and D is the FWHM max of the ellipticity (pho-
toelectron momentum) distribution. Broadly speaking the larger the atom the larger
the ellipticity distribution. This is consistent with the experimental data, where
in equations (4.1) and (4.2) it can be seen the values of D is larger for indium
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(D = 18.7× 10−2), than for zinc (D = 15.5× 10−2). Indium is a larger atom.
These results imply, as in the Three Step Model, that a lateral movement of the
electron wave-packet decreases the probability of recombination. Though in the Four
Step Model there is a recombination to an AIS, there is nothing to imply there would
be any significant differences that would make the effect of ellipticity different in the
two models. The 1st and 2nd steps in the two models (which are before recombination)
are the same, hence it can be assumed the wave-packet spreading and phase gained
in the continuum up until this point are very similar for the two processes.
4.5.4 Few-Cycle Versus Multi-Cycle Discussion
The increased presence of non-resonant harmonics when the driving IR beam is a
multi-cycle pulse has already been reported in manganese [14]. The experimental
results have re-confirmed that there are clear difference in spectra from few and
multi-cycle pulses. Resonant spectra from few-cycle pulses lead to a spectra where
there resonant harmonics dominate. As the experimental conditions between the few
and multi-cycle were different, it is difficult to determine the exact factor attributing
to the difference. It is very unlikely to be caused by the difference in the ablation
conditions as the presence of the resonance harmonics in both spectra confirm that in
both cases the ions contributing to the spectra are being produced and are present.
Also, a large variety of ablation intensities in both cases were tried, and in all cases
though the intensities of the harmonics varied the relative intensities between resonant
and non-resonant harmonics remained approximately constant. Hence, the differences
are more likely to be due to the driving beam properties: the bandwidth; the slight
difference in the wavelength (5 nm); the number of half-cycle (HC) contributions or
the peak intensity.
The increased bandwidth of the few-cycle pulses may cause an increased probabil-
ity of the electron being captured by the AIS, hence increasing the probability of the
resonant process and suppressing the non-resonant processes. However, as discussed
in section 2.2.3, as several HCs contribute to the non-resonant harmonics when multi-
cycle pulses are used, they tend to be more intense. This may mean the probability
of observing non-resonant harmonics, regardless of the resonance process, are higher
for the multi-cycle case.
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4.6 Further Work
The low melting point and softness of indium, made it an impractical material to
work with. The wobble caused by melting deforming the target made a prolonged
experimental investigation difficult. However, the resonant harmonics produced by
indium showed it could be possibly used as a source of weakly CEP dependent emis-
sion in the 20 eV (∼ 62 nm) range. The melting of indium (or any low melting point
element) could be prevented by cooling the target. This could be done by cooling the
aluminum holder ( a cool finger system is possible), as anything touching the indium
directly will cause indentation.
Though the Four Step Model and Fano simulations gave some qualitative agree-
ment with the experimentally observed resonant harmonic, there were still discrepan-
cies between the theory and experiment. The main one being that for the few-cycle
case, the non-resonant harmonics were almost non existent in experiment, but the
theory predicts they should be present. The second discrepancy being that there is
an exceptionally low/no CEP dependence shown in the experimental data. However,
a stronger CEP dependence is predicted by the Four Step Model. More investigations
need to be done to confirm if the CEP intensity is due to experimental factors, or
an adjustment to the theoretical models needs to be made. One of the main factors
that needs to be determined is if phase-matching has any role to play in why the
harmonics were not CEP dependent and why the non-resonant harmonics were not
seen.
The design of the ablation plume target can be modified to make scans in z more
practical. This would allow for better investigations of how the harmonics vary along
the axis of the driving laser. This would give more insight into the phase-matching
properties of the resonant harmonics. A simple change to having the ablation focusing
lens inside the chamber would achieve this. Figure 4.12 shows a suggested adaptation
of the beamline. The lens, target and the screen system would all be mounted on a
bread-board within the HHG chamber, which can be moved in z with a translation
stage. This would make scanning the harmonics in z an easier process and also extend
the range in which the harmonics can be scanned, including before the focus.
No direct comparisons between the intensity of the harmonics produced from the
few and multi-cycle pulses can be made as the data was obtained from different
labs with different flat field spectrometer set-ups. Hence the MCP signals are not
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Figure 4.12: Suggested adjustments to the experimental-set shown in figure 3.8, al-
lowing for better translation in the z direction and hence better investigations into
the phase-matching properties could be made. (See figure 3.8 for more details)
comparable. Also, though direct comparisons between the signal of gas harmonics
can be made, there is no conclusive measurements giving the conversion efficiency of
the resonant emission. For this direct flux measurements need to be made.
Finally, more investigation of the differences between the few and multi-cycle pulse
spectra need to be made. This is to determine whether it is a bandwidth, peak in-
tensity, wavelength or a pulse duration effect, causing the difference in the spectra.
For this, the spectra need to be observed when only one of these factors is being
adjusted. Ideally, this would all be done under the same ablation conditions. One
possible method of doing this is to add GDD to the few-cycle pulse. This would in-
crease the pulse duration. However, the bandwidth of the pulse will remain constant.
Experiments such as this were attempted and the results are discussed in the next
chapter.
4.7 Summary
This chapter has investigated many aspects of the resonant harmonics from indium
and zinc ablation plumes. A good agreement for indium was found between the
HHG emission energy values and known AIS of indium ions. This strongly supports
the theory of the Four Step Model, which attributes these resonance to AIS. The
experiments varying the ellipticity of the driving IR beam also support the Four Step
Model theory that an ionised electron in the continuum is a necessary precursor to the
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resonant emission. These experiments also rule out that the light seen is spontaneous
plasma emission. However, the CEP results, as in previous manganese investigations,
show discrepancy with the theoretical predictions of the Four Step Model. In addition
to this, for the few-cycle case, no non-resonant harmonics were seen. Again, this is a
discrepancy between theoretical predictions and experimental results. However, this
is not the case when a multi-cycle driving pulse is used. The same findings were
made previously in manganese. Suggestions as to why these discrepancies may have
occurred were made, and further work and improvements to the experiment were
suggested.
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Chapter 5
Pulse Duration and Chirp Scans on
Resonant Zinc and Indium
Harmonics
Results from the last chapter highlighted differences in the resonant spectra of ab-
lation plumes when driven with few and multi-cycle pulses. This confirms previous
findings in manganese [14]. When driven with a few-cycle pulse there is more ‘suppres-
sion’ of the non-resonant harmonics. The reasons for this could not be established as
too many of the experimental conditions varied for the two cases. These differences
included: pulse duration, wavelength, intensity, and the bandwidth of the driving
beam. There were also differences in the ablation beam conditions. In this chap-
ter, results are presented where, using the few-cycle pulse set-up, the pulse duration
(hence intensity) and chirp were scanned for the driving IR beam. This was done by
varying the GDD of the driving IR beam, with silica wedges. The ablation conditions
were kept constant, as were the bandwidth and central wavelength of the driving IR
beam.
5.1 Experimental Set-Up
For these experiments the set-up is the same as that described in section 3.4 and
figure 3.8. The indium and zinc targets were those described in the previous chapter.
To scan the pulse duration and chirp, the wedges (see section 3.2.4) after the
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chirped mirrors were moved in/out relative to their position for the transform limited
pulse (the shortest pulse duration). The action of adding/taking away wedge material
varies the GDD, positively or negatively, respectively. This chirps the driving IR
pulse, increasing the pulse duration. However, the central wavelength and bandwidth
of the pulse remain constant. See section 2.5.1 for a description of how the GDD
varies the chirp and pulse duration and section 3.2.4 for an example of a wedge scan
in neon. Before the wedge scans were carried out the neon spectrum was used to
locate the wedge position for the transform limited, 3.5 fs pulse. Once this optimum
position of the wedge is known, the amount of wedge material that has been inserted /
taken out can be calculated using the dimensions of the wedges and the displacement
of the translation stage. This change in material path, with equation (2.69), can be
used to find the GDD. Equation (2.71) can be used to calculate the pulse duration.
Figure 5.1 shows how the GDD and pulse duration varied relative to the inserted
wedge material. The ablation conditions were kept constant throughout the scans.
For each wedge position the indium spectra was averaged over 10 frames, where
each frame was integrated over 300 µs (300 shots). For zinc the spectra was averaged
over 20 frames where each frame was integrated over 200 µs (200 shots). Fewer frames
were taken for indium to allow for a quicker scan time. This prevents over heating of
the targets. The relevant harmonic energy range for the spectrum was selected and
integrated over 4 mrad of beam divergence (centred around 0 mrad). This integrated
spectrum was plotted for each wedge position.
5.2 Results
5.2.1 Indium Scan
Figure 5.2 shows the results of the indium wedge scan. The three resonances, discussed
in the previous chapter, can be seen at 19.7, 20.5 and 22.3 eV. Their position in energy
remained constant through the scan. Attempts at all the wedge positions to see other
harmonics were made, however, only these three harmonics were seen. The scan
therefore was only integrated over the energy range of the resonant harmonics, giving
a quicker scan time.
It can be seen that the wedge position at which each harmonic was optimised
varied. The central 20.5 eV harmonic was optimised and had the highest intensity
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Figure 5.1: A graph showing how the GDD (fs2) and pulse duration (fs) vary for
the pulse depending on the additional wedge material (mm), where a negative value
indicates wedge material being taken out. The blue curved line shows pulse duration
and the green line shows the GDD.
of all the harmonics at around 5 fs with a negative chirp. The harmonic at 19.7 eV
had a higher intensity value for shorter pulse durations in the range of 3.5–4.2 fs,
again, with a negative chirp. The maximum intensity occurring for ∼ 4.1 fs. This
was similarly the case for the 22.3 eV pulse, however, the peak intensity was obtained
for a wedge position corresponding to a negatively chirped ∼ 3.7 fs pulse.
There seems to be no variance in central energy caused by phase nor CEP which
is usually seen in neon wedge scans. This scan was carried out under the constant
ablation intensity of 1.3±0.4× 1011 W/cm2.
5.2.2 Zinc Scan
Figure 5.3 shows the results from the zinc wedge scan between −0.5 mm and 0.3 mm
of additional wedge material. They were carried out under the optimum ablation
conditions for the resonant, 19.1 eV, harmonic, which was an ablation intensity of
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Figure 5.2: A wedge scan of indium between −0.15 mm and 0.25 mm additional
wedge material insertion. The three resonant harmonics can be seen at 19.7, 20.5 and
22.3 eV. The shortest pulse duration was 3.5 fs the intensity of the ablation beam at
this point was 1.3 ± 0.8 × 1014 W/cm2. The ablation beam, 23 ps, had an intensity
on the target of 1.3±0.4× 1011 W/cm2.
1.5±0.4× 1011 W/cm2. The zinc scan was taken over a larger harmonic energy range
as changes in the intensity of the non-resonant harmonic around 17.5 eV could be
seen.
The scan shows, as for the indium, that there is no obvious variance in the resonant
harmonic cause by phase or CEP. The central energy value for the resonant harmonic
remains constant at 19.1 eV. The resonant harmonic had a higher intensity in the
shortest pulse duration of 3.5 fs region. The peak intensity occurred at a slightly
negatively chirped, 3.6 fs pulse.
The most surprising result was that the non-resonant harmonic intensity increased
dramatically for longer pulse durations, and quite symmetrically around 0 mm, mak-
ing it unlikely to be a chirp effect. The non-resonant harmonic also shows obvious
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Figure 5.3: A wedge scan of zinc between −0.5 mm and 0.3 mm of additional wedge
material insertion. The resonant harmonics can be seen at 19.1 eV. Also, the non
resonant harmonic can be seen at 17.5 eV. The shortest pulse duration was 3.5 fs the
intensity of the ablation beam at this point was 1.3±0.8×1011 W/cm2. The ablation
beam, 23 ps, had an intensity on the target of 1.5±0.4× 1014 W/cm2.
CEP and phase variance (the ‘slanting’ and then ‘flattening’ out in energy value)
seen in neon harmonics and described in section 3.2.4. At various ablation intensity
conditions, similar behavior of the non-resonant and resonant harmonics were seen.
5.3 Discussion and Theory
5.3.1 Indium
The indium scan showed that each of the three resonant harmonics were optimised
at slightly different driving beam conditions. The bandwidth of the driving pulse is
constant and from the results in the previous chapter, it is known that the harmonics
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Figure 5.4: A calculation showing how the intensity of the driving pulse varies as the
wedges are inserted and increase the pulse duration.
are weakly CEP dependent. Theses variances in harmonic intensity can therefore
be attributed to the pulse duration varying and/or the chirp. As the pulse dura-
tion changes, the peak intensity of the driving IR beam also varies, another factor
which may be contributing to the differences in harmonic yield. Figure 5.4 shows the
calculated value of the peak intensity variation over the scan.
Figure 5.5 gives TDSE simulations using the Four Step Model, carried out by
Margarita Khokhlova (Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences), of the indium
harmonics. The simulations show how the harmonic intensity changes as the GDD is
varied for the driving IR pulse. The simulations take into consideration the varying
pulse duration, hence peak intensity, and the varying chirp. The CEP is taken to
be constant at pi/2. The shortest pulse is modelled as being 3.7 fs. It can be seen
that the variance in the harmonic intensity, that is different for three resonances, is
qualitatively reproduced by the theory. As observed in the experiments, the central
harmonic at 20.1 eV has a peak intensity for a slightly longer, negatively chirped pulse.
The resonant harmonic at 22.3 eV, as seen in experiments, has a peak intensity for a
shorter, slightly less negatively chirped pulse.
Figure 5.6 shows the same simulations as in figure 5.5, however, here only the
transform limited 3.7 fs pulses have been considered. This means the pulse duration
remains constant and there is no chirp. The scan therefore shows how only the inten-
sity of the driving IR beam effects the intensity of the resonant harmonics (harmonics
yield). As expected all the effects are symmetrical around 0 wedge insertion ie., peak
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Figure 5.5: TDSE simulations using the Four Step Model of indium resonant har-
monics. The simulations show how the three resonance at a) 19.7 eV b) 20.1 eV and
c) 22.3 eV and how they vary with varying intensity, pulse duration and chirp of the
driving IR pulse. With thanks to Margarita Khokhlova.
intensity. These simulations show, however, that the intensity of the driving IR beam
contributes strongly to which resonant harmonic (AIS to ground state transition) of
the ion is optimised.
From the table shown in 2.2, it can be seen that for InII the Keldysh parameter is
1.16, when the intensity of the driving IR beam is 1.3×1014 W/cm2. This value is ≈ 1,
which means the probability of tunnel ionisation and MPI/ATI are very close. Either
may be favored for different driving intensities. It is important to note that both the
19.7 eV and 20.1 eV harmonics are from the excited ground state InII*, while the 22.3
eV harmonic is from the ground state InII. This may play a role in why, at different
peak driving intensities, the harmonic intensity varies for each resonance. It is not
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Figure 5.6: TDSE simulations using the Four Step Model of indium resonant har-
monics. The simulations show how the three resonance at a) 19.7 eV b) 20.1 eV and
c) 22.3 eV vary if just the intensity changes with wedge position. With thanks to
Margarita Khokhlova.
only the Keldysh parameter that plays a role determining if the HHG process occurs.
Each state has its own geometry, orbital moment and so forth. This is why dipole
moments for different transitions can be different. Also de-tuning of the harmonics
is different depending on the autoionising state which is detailed in Ref: [104], and
was included in the TDSE simulations. These will all contribute to why there is a
difference with intensity for each of the three resonant transitions, and hence the
differences in harmonic yield seen in the simulations and experimental data.
However, it is clear from the two different simulations this is not just an intensity
dependent effect being seen. There is an asymmetrical feature seen in the experimen-
tal data and simulations that shows that the all harmonics are more optimised for a
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negatively chirped pulse. This most likely due to more HCs of the pulse occurring
before the intensity at which MPI/ATI or a de-tuning of the resonance, occurs.
5.3.2 Zinc
The zinc shows, as seen in the previous chapter, that there is a tendency for more
non-resonant harmonics to be seen when driven with a longer pulse. The resonant
zinc harmonic did decrease in intensity as the pulse duration is increased, however,
this may be due, as discussed for indium, to the optimum ionisation conditions no
longer being fulfilled. The scan again shows that resonant harmonics have a weak
CEP dependence (no CEP cycle was seen in the resonance) compared to non-resonant
harmonics. The scan also shows that the phase variance of the resonant harmonics is
different to that of the non-resonant harmonics. The non-resonant harmonic seen at
17.5 eV acts very similarly to the neon harmonics shown in section 3.2.4 and figure
3.6. There is a ‘slanting’ and then ‘flattening’ out of the harmonic, the CEP cycles
can also be seen. The resonant zinc and indium harmonics, however, all remain very
flat throughout the scan.
This result is consistent with the Fano-resonant simulations carried out for the
zinc harmonics, shown in the previous chapter and shown in figure 4.10. These simu-
lations show that there is a very steep phase jump across the resonant harmonic. This
will result in an almost constant phase for the wedge scan. These phase effects are
probably stronger than those discussed in section 4.5. Effects of the phase of resonant
harmonics being different to those of non-resonant harmonics have been previously
reported in a paper by Haessler: [135]. In this paper RABBIT (Reconstruction of
Attosecond Burst By Interferences of Two-photons transitions) [136, 137] measure-
ments of resonant harmonics (including indium) were made. It presented findings
that showed a suppression of the rabbit-oscillations and contrast on the sidebands
of the measurements, for the resonant harmonics when compared to non-resonant
harmonics. This implies a steep phase jump over the resonant harmonics [135].
5.4 CEP Discrepancy Discussion
The CEP of the driving pulse was locked (before the wedges) at pi/2 for these scans.
These wedge scans show, especially in indium, that the harmonic yield is highly
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dependent on the intensity of the driving IR beam. This is not surprising, as with
both indium and zinc, the experiments are carried out with an intensity that gives
a Kelydsh parameter very close to 1, and there are a variety of geometrical and de-
tuning effects determining the optimum intensity that harmonics are produced, for
each autoionising transition. This may mean that the effects caused by CEP variances
are overridden / hidden by the dependency of the peak intensity of the driving IR
field. This may therefore be an explanation, as to why no CEP dependence was seen
for indium and a very low CEP dependence was seen for zinc. For example, if the
CEP is 0 and the part of the HCs above a certain intensity decreases the probability
of the resonant HHG process, there will be very little difference in the harmonic yield
when compared to that of a pulse with a CEP, that has HC with lower individual
intensities. This is in line with the experimental data that shows zinc was less intensity
dependent in the wedge scan and (hence) more CEP dependent for the CEP scan,
while for indium the opposite was true.
5.5 Further Work
This chapter has described some of the first detailed measurements on the chirp and
pulse duration dependence of the resonant HHG emission in ablation plumes. How-
ever, further experiments are required to confirm for both indium and zinc, that the
decreases in harmonic intensity that have been attributed to the driving beam inten-
sity are correct. For this, the scans need to be carried out at a constant intensity. This
could be done by inserting a broadband attenuator, similar to that for the ablation
beam, before the HHG chamber. Therefore, for each wedge position the intensity
of the beam could be adjusted to compensate for the changing pulse duration. This
would be especially interesting to carry out for the zinc scan. If the optimum driv-
ing beam intensity for the resonance could be maintained, then the effects of pulse
duration could be confirmed better.
As done for the indium, complementary simulations of the resonant zinc harmonics
would be of value. However, as discussed in the previous chapter, it is very difficult to
identify the exact autoionising-ground state transition contributing to the resonant
harmonic in zinc and any stark shift that maybe occurring would have to be accounted
for.
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5.6 Summary
This chapter has shown that for indium, the conditions of the driving IR beam can be
adjusted to optimise a particular resonance. This is due to both chirp and intensity
conditions of the driving IR contributing to optimising the HHG emission. The
experimental results are in good agreement with theoretical simulations using the
Four Step Model. The results for both indium and zinc again confirmed the very
weak CEP dependence of resonant harmonics. It was also shown in the zinc scan
that the phase variation over the scan is different to that of non-resonant harmonics,
which is in strong agreement with suggestions that there is a steep phase jump over
the resonant harmonic. The results in zinc were also in agreement with those in
the previous chapter and previous work in manganese [14], indicating that the non-
resonant harmonics are more likely to be seen when the pulse duration of the driving
IR pulse is increased.
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Chapter 6
Spatial Coherence Measurements
This chapter explores the coherent properties of ablation plume HHG emission. Double-
slit interference patterns were obtained and analysed from the harmonic spectra of
carbon (which has no resonant properties), zinc and indium plumes. These are the
first ever investigations of the coherence properties of ablation plume and resonant
HHG emission. Interference patterns, under similar experimental conditions, for gas
harmonics in argon were also obtained. When compared the coherence properties of
the harmonics from ablation plumes were better than those measured for gas targets.
This was attributed to the lower time-dependent ionization of the plasma ablation
targets, during the high harmonics generation process.
6.1 Spatial Coherence
As discussed in Chapter 1, the high coherence of HHG is a desirable attribute for
applications with XUV and X-ray light. This is especially the case when compared
to alternatives such as X-ray lasers, which typically have poor coherence. In HHG,
radiation builds up coherently and as already discussed in detail (see section 2.2.4),
various techniques can be used to maintain good phase-matching and ensure prop-
agation effects are reduced. The full coherence properties of the driving laser can
therefore be transferred to the HHG emission. Thus, potentially fully coherent HHG
light can be produced [138]. This means that applications such as: diffraction imag-
ing [139]; holography [140] [141] and short-wavelength interferometry using wavefront
division [142], are all possible with short pulse durations and wavelengths otherwise
unavailable from traditional laser systems.
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6.1.1 Definition of Spatial and Temporal Coherence
Coherence is used to describe the phase relationship between two points, r1 and r2,
on either two waves or on the same wave-front. As the coherence is phase related
it is both space and time dependent, hence there are two elements of coherence to
consider: the spatial coherence and the temporal coherence [143].
A beam is described as being spatially coherent when the phase difference between
two points on a wave-front remain constant with time. For a beam to be temporally
coherent the phase difference between a point on a wave-front at time, t1 and the
same point, but at a time t2, must remain same [143]. In these experiments we are
concerned with the spatial coherence properties of the HHG emission .
6.1.2 Mathematical Description of Spatial Coherence
The coherence of any light field can be quantified by the mutual coherence function.
This was a function put forward by Wolf [143] which looked at the correlation of
the temporal fluctuations of the electromagnetic fields inside the beam to determine
the coherence. The mutual coherence function can be defined by the time averaged
expression [143]:
Γ12 = 〈(E∗(r1, t1)E(r2, t2)〉 , (6.1)
where E are the complex amplitudes of the electric field at the two points in time
and τ = t2 − t1. It is convenient to normalise this quantity:
γ12(τ) =
Γ12(τ)√
Γ11(0)Γ22(0)
. (6.2)
This value γ12 is called the complex degree of coherence and satisfies the relation:
0 ≤ |γ12(τ)| ≤ 1, (6.3)
where 0 represents complete spatial incoherence and 1 represents full spatial coher-
ence.
The resultant intensity of the interference pattern between the two points can be
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Figure 6.1: Young’s double slits. This diagram showing how the two slits P1 and P2
act as two pinpoint sources of light. The diagram shows the intensity fringe pattern
on the plane X a distance L from the slits. The dashed lines shows depicts the wave-
fronts of the light and example of the path to the centre of X is shown by s1 and
s2.
written as:
I = I1 + I2 + 2
√
I1I2R [γ12] (6.4)
6.1.3 Young’s Slits – Visibility
The famous Young’s double split experiment [144] can be used to experimentally
determine the spatial coherence of a light source. The principle of Young’s double
slit experiment is shown in figure 6.1. Two pinholes are illuminated by a laser source.
The pinholes/slits, P1 and P2, act as two point sources of light. The field from the
two slits interfere at the point P at a plane X. The interference pattern seen on
the plane depends on both the wavelength of the light, λ and the slit separation, d.
Assuming the light source illuminating the slits is quasi-monochromatic, with a mean
frequency v¯, the complex degree of coherence can be written as:
γ12 = |γ12| ei[Φ12−2piv¯τ ], (6.5)
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where Φ12 = 2piv¯τ + arg [γ12]. From this, it can be seen that when the two points are
not spatially coherent, |γ12| = 0, equation (6.4) then becomes:
I = I1 + I2, (6.6)
and when they are spatially coherent, |γ12| = 1 and the resultant intensity is:
I = I1 + I2 + 2
√
I1I2γ12cos [Φ12 − δ] , (6.7)
where δ = 2piv¯τ = 2pi(s2− s1)/λ¯, s1 and s2 are the optical paths lengths to the plane
X (see figure 6.1).
In general, when considering quasi-monochromatic light the magnitude of the com-
plex degree of coherence |γ12| and the phase Φ12, when considered as a function of
τ , vary much more slowly than cos(2piv¯τ) and sin(2piv¯τ). Therefore, if the openings
at P1 and P2 are small compared to the distance to the plane L, there will be an
intensity diffraction pattern comprising of sinusoidal fringes.
At the centre of the fringe pattern, where s1 ≈ s2, it can be assumed that there is
a constant uniform background of I1 + I2, in which a sinusoidal intensity distribution
is superimposed, with an amplitude of 2
√
I1I2 |γ12|. The intensity maximum and
minimum in this region will therefore be given by:
Imax = I1 + I2 + 2
√
I1I2 |γ12| , (6.8)
Imin = I1 + I2 − 2
√
I1I2 |γ12| . (6.9)
In this area, at the centre of the interference pattern, the visibility V , defined by [145]:
V = Imax − Imin
Imax − Imin = |γ12|
2
√
I1I2
I1 + I2
(6.10)
becomes, V = |γ12|. This is because in this central region I1 ≈ I2. As with γ12 the
visibility will have a value between 0 and 1, where V = 1 implies perfectly spatial
coherent light.
The viability is a relatively easy value to obtain for an interference pattern and
was used in these experiments to determine the spatial coherence of the harmonics
generated.
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6.2 Experimental Set-Up
For these experiments, the pulsed gas-jet, described in section 3.4.2, was used. It was
held above the ablation target and lowered into the beamline. The ablation targets
had a 15 mm diameter and were rotated at 30 rpm. The target rod consisted of
layered carbon, indium and zinc, creating the corresponding ablation plumes. The
gas target, argon typically had a density ≈ 1018 cm−3 and length l ≈ 1.5 mm. The
ablation beam’s intensity on the target surface is estimated to be Ips ≈ 8 × 109
W/cm2. The optimum position, giving the brightest harmonics, was chosen for both
the ablation and gas target. For the zinc and indium target this was at ∼ 5 mm
downstream from the focus of the driving beam and for carbon and argon ∼ 5.5–6
mm.
A 33 ns delay was set between the ablation beam and the driving IR beam. The
driving IR beam had a pulse duration of 4 fs and the intensity in the plume/ gas target
was estimated to be around Ifs ≈ 3±0.9×1014 W/cm2, giving a ponderomotive energy
of 16.8 eV.
The double slits used were laser drilled in tungsten foil with a 50± 0.5× 10−6 m
spacing, 6± 0.5× 10−6 m width and were 10 mm ±0.5× 10−6 m long (Micronanics).
The tungsten foil was 50 × 10−6 m thick. The slits were mounted on a translation
stage and were inserted into the beam a distance of 40 cm away from the targets, in
the filter chamber. This is 70 cm from the MCP (see figure 3.8).
6.3 Results
Figures.6.2–6.5 [146], show the interference patterns obtained for several of the tar-
gets. In each figure: (a) shows the HHG spectra , (b) the spatially integrated spectrum
and (c) a lineout of a single harmonic’s interface pattern. In each case, the visibility
of the central three fringes were calculated for 20 frames and averaged to give the har-
monic’s visibility. Each frame consists of the HHG spectra integrated over 200–1000
laser shots. The number of shots depended on how bright the harmonics were and
are as follows: argon and carbon: 200 (200 ms), indium and zinc: 1000 shots (1 s).
It can be seen from figure 6.3, that the highest carbon harmonic was the 14th
harmonic, H14. When considering the ionisation potential of both neutral (11.2603
eV) and C+ (24.383 eV) and using equation (2.14), the carbon spectra appears to
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Figure 6.2: Argon gas harmonics. (a) shows interference fringes of spatially resolved
HHG spectrum. (b) A spectral lineout of the harmonics taken at 0 divergence and (c)
spatial lineout of the 15th harmonic (red line on spectrum shows where lineout was
taken). The average visibility for the 15th harmonic near the centre of the diffraction
pattern was V = 0.47 [146]
have a relatively low cut-off. It should be in the range of the H40+. However, this
low cut-off is in line with previous work shown in carbon by Bom [147].
The raw spectral images were processed and analysed using Matlab. The back-
ground was taken away and the location and values of Imax and Imin were identified.
The visibility calculated for the central three fringes and then averaged. The error
of the visibility was determined by the standard deviation. The results for visibility
were as follows: for the argon gas target H15 yielded the best value for visibility:
VAr = 0.47 ± 0.08; for the non-resonant carbon ablation plume spectrum, H13 gave
the best value for visibility: VC = 0.63 ± 0.03 and for the resonant ablation plume
targets, the central resonant indium harmonic and the resonant zinc had a visibility of
VIn = 0.66± 0.06 and VZn = 0.74± 0.04, respectively. Therefore the highest visibility
was that measured for the zinc.
Note, the visibility was also calculated for other fringe combinations. This included
taking the average visibility taken of all the fringes. For all fringe combinations tried,
to calculating the visibility, the ordering of the visibility (zinc having the highest and
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Figure 6.3: Non-resonant carbon harmonics. (a) shows interference fringes of the
spatially resolved HHG spectrum. (b) A spectral lineout of the harmonics taken at 0
mrad divergence and (c) spatial lineout of the 13th harmonic (red line on spectrum
shows where lineout was taken). The average visibility for the 13th harmonic near
the centre of the diffraction pattern was V = 0.63. [146]
argon having the lowest visibility) was the same.
Attempts, were made to calculate the visibility of the non-resonant zinc harmonics,
which can be seen very weakly in the spectra, see figure 6.5. However, the signal to
noise ratio was too low to reliably obtain the Imax and Imin values. The harmonics on
either side of the central resonant indium harmonic, again had very low signal-to-noise
ratio which made Imin particularly hard to determine and hence again the visibility
couldn’t be determined. It is important to note that once the slits were inserted the
photon flux reaching the flat-field spectrometer was greatly reduced, hence the need
for each frame to be integrated over ≥1000 shots. This meant that the signal-to-noise
ratio was more of a problem for the analysis of the interference patterns than for
general spectral analysis previously put forward in this thesis.
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Figure 6.4: Resonantly enhanced harmonics in indium ablation plume (a) shows
interference fringes of spatially resolved HHG spectrum. (b) A spectral lineout taken
at 0 divergence and (c) spatial lineout of the resonant harmonic (red line on spectrum
shows where lineout was taken). The average visibility for the resonant harmonic near
the centre of the diffraction pattern was V=0.66. [146]
6.4 Discussion of Results
It has been previously shown that for HHG emission the visibility of the qth harmonic
approximately scales as [65]:
Vq ≈ 1− q(1− VDL), (6.11)
where VDL is the visibility of the driving laser field. This is assuming there are no
other factors affecting the coherence. The visibility of the driving laser beam is known
to be VDL = 0.98 from previous experiments. In theory this visibility should be 1,
however, it is slightly less, this is expected as the beam is subjected to propagation
effects in air and traveling through chamber windows. Given this and equation (6.11)
the visibility for H11, H13 and H15 should be V11 ≈ 0.78, V13 ≈ 0.74 and V15 ≈ 0.70
respectively.
This calculated visibility value is in-line with the measured visibility for zinc (tak-
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Figure 6.5: Resonantly enhanced harmonic in zinc ablation plume (a) shows inter-
ference fringes of spatially resolved HHG spectrum. (b) A spectral lineout taken at
0 divergence and (c) spatial lineout of the resonant harmonic (red line on spectrum
shows where lineout was taken). The average visibility for the resonant harmonic
near the centre of the diffraction pattern was V=0.74. [146]
ing that it is an enhancement of H11), when considering the upper limit of the error
and that equation (6.11) is an approximation. Also, the measured visibility for in-
dium, thought to come from the enhanced H13 is quite close to the calculated value
(less than a 3% difference when considering the upper limit of the measured indium
value). These values being slightly less than those calculated, again could be con-
tributed to propagation through the plume and reflection from the grating in the
flat-field spectrometer. However, the values measured for both carbon and argon
were significantly lower then the values predicted by equation (6.11); carbon is 11%
lower and argon 21% lower. This is taking into consideration the upper limit of
the measured values. These, values being so low can not be attributed to external
propagation effects when the zinc and indium harmonics took the same propagation
path.
This data therefore, raises the question: why was the visibility of the resonant
plasma, so much higher than that of the argon gas target and that of carbon. This
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is a result that was initially, unexpected. Ablation plumes usually contain ions and
in the case of indium and zinc, as discussed in Chapter 3, the resonances are due to
these ions. Hence, there are a large number of free electrons present in the plume.
It was initially thought that this would have an effect on the propagation and hence,
coherence of the harmonics. Effects include those discussed in Chapter 2, such as
ionisation-induced blue-shifting (see section 2.2.7), ionisation-induced de-focusing (see
section 2.2.8) and effects on the phase-matching (see section 2.3).
However, as discussed in Chapter 2 and depicted in figure 2.10, the timescales on
which the ablation process occurs, is on the pico-microsecond timescale. Therefore,
these electrons are effectively pre-existing and appear static on the timescale of the
driving laser beam and HHG process. This means they do not necessarily degrade
the coherence. They could justify the small variances of the measured visibility for
zinc and indium, compared to the calculated values. Previous research however, has
shown that on the timescales of the HHG process any rapid free electron, through
ionisation of the medium, does considerably degrade the coherence [148] [65] [149].
We now consider ionisation of the ablation plume by the HHG driving pulse, which
could lead to a reduction in spatial coherence. By assuming the plumes are fully
ionised before the HHG driving pulse and using Ammosov-Delone-Krainov (ADK)
theory [150] the ionisation fraction at the peak of the pulse is ≈ 0.1 for Ar (Ip = 15.75
eV) compared with ≈ 10−5 for C+ (Ip = 24.4 eV), 0.004 for In+ (Ip = 18.87 eV)
and 0.01 for Zn+ (Ip = 17.96 eV). It is important to note that for the plasmas these
calculations give an upper limit estimation of the ionization fraction. This is because,
unlike with rare gases (such as argon) they do not have a complete valence shell and
so the ADK rates tend to give an overestimated value [151]. Despite this it can be
seen that the amount of electrons produced during the HHG process is much higher
for argon than for zinc (3x) and indium (8x). This is more than likely a reason for
the reduced coherence from the gas targets.
These rates indicate that the carbon plasma should therefore have the least amount
of free electrons produced and hence the highest visibility. This is not the case. This
may be due to the ablation plume not consisting solely of ionised carbon. It is much
more likely that there is a mix of neutral and ionised carbon. The plume may even
be dominated by the neutral carbon, which may be producing the HHG emission.
Neutral carbon has been suggested, in previous work [147], to be the main source of
the harmonics. The presence of neutral carbon would mean an increase the production
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of electrons as 3×1014 W/cm2 is higher than the over the barrier ionisation potential
for carbon: 6 × 1013 W/cm2 , this could therefore lower the visibility of the carbon
harmonics. Unfortunately, the TOF system described in 3.5 was not built at the time
these experiments were carried out, hence the composition of the plume is unknown.
However, even the TOF would give limited information on the presence of natural
carbon.
6.5 Further Work
More investigation into the composition of the carbon plume is needed to confirm
these suggestions. An appropriate experiment would consist of the same set-up, how-
ever, taking interference patterns and calculating the visibility for different ablation
conditions. It could then be observed if the coherence improves as the intensity of
the ablation beam is increased. This would be due to the increased number of ions
assuming the HHG emission is prominently from the ions. In this situation less ioni-
sation and production of free electrons by the driving laser beam will occur. Also, to
compliment this, the TOF could be used to determine if there is an increase in the
ions with the ablation intensity and how this correlates with the visibility. Theoretical
simulations of the plumes for the ablation conditions would also be very useful.
Further experiments that would confirm the hypothesis that free electrons are
the cause for the low argon coherence should also be carried out. Again, the same
experimental set-up could be used. The peak driving beam intensity could be lowered
so that ionisation fraction is negligible for argon. In this case the zinc and indium’s
visibilities should also be measured, allowing a comparison of the spatial coherence
under the same conditions (in terms of free electron production), can be made. This
may then lead to any differences in the coherence being attributed to other process –
such a difference in the coherence properties of the Three and Four Step Model. The
concern with this would be that in decreasing the driving beam intensity the photon
flux will be too low and the signal-to-noise ratio too low to evaluate the visibility.
There is also the argument that these are not the experimental conditions that the
harmonics are typically produced for applications, as the flux is to low – hence a
comparison under actual application conditions is a more useful experiment.
A much simpler way to compare the coherence properties of harmonics produced
via the Three and Four Step Models would be to use the same target but look at the
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visibility of the non-resonant and resonant harmonics. As mentioned attempts were
made to do this, however, the signal-to-noise ratio was too low. The experiment could
be carried out again but with further attempts to saturate the resonant harmonic
signal on the MCP. This could increase the signal of the non-resonant harmonics
and increase the signal-to-noise ratio. This method however runs the risk of causing
damage to/burning the MCP. An alternative is to use a smaller slit separation so the
slits are more at the center of the beam, hence the most intense part of the beam so
the photon flux through the slits is increased.
It would be nice to complement this work with a direct measurement of the tem-
poral coherence, the most common technique being to use a Michelson interferometer
to produce two spatially separated harmonic sources and then again analyse the visi-
bility of their interference fringes. This has already been demonstrated for HHG from
gas targets [152].
6.6 Summary
This chapter has investigated the spatial coherent properties of HHG emission from
ablation plumes and resonant harmonics, for the first time. The visibility of Young’s
Slit interference patterns for gas, non-resonant ablation plume and resonant plume
HHG emission have been compared. The results obtained surprisingly showed the
spatial coherence of resonant HHG emission was higher than that of argon gas har-
monics, a source of harmonics often used in HHG applications. The reason behind
the higher visibility values for resonant ablation plume HHG was attributed to the
reduced production of free electrons on the timescale of the HHG process. This
means the HHG from ablation plumes can be driven with higher intensities, yielding
higher photon flux, without the sacrificing the spatial coherence. This data shows
that ablation plume HHG can be considered as an alternative HHG source to gases
in applications such as diffraction imaging, holography and short-wavelength inter-
ferometer – all requiring spatially coherent light.
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Chapter 7
Ablation Plume HHG for the
Study of Molecules: Uracil and
Thymine
This chapter presents results of the first ever attempts of HHG from ablation plumes
of molecular targets. The molecules investigated were uracil and thymine. High
harmonics were generated in the uracil plume, using two different driving laser beam
conditions: 780 nm, 30 fs and 1300 nm, 40 fs pulses and under two ablation beam con-
ditions: 780 nm, 160 ps and 1064 nm, 10 ns. Spectra was not obtained from thymine,
which was attributed to the ablation process fragmenting the thymine molecule. The
composition of the ablation plumes were analysed by the collection of ablation debris
and TOF analysis.
7.1 HHG in Molecules
Molecules are electrically neutral groups of two or more atoms held together via
chemical bonds. They prove interesting for ultrafast experiments as their additional
degrees of freedom lead to both nuclear and electronic dynamics influencing them.
The rotation of molecules is typically on a few picosecond timescale, molecular vibra-
tion on a few femtosecond timescale and intra-atomic/molecular electronic dynamics
– the attosecond timescale. Molecular pump-probe experiments using SAPs can pro-
vide information on these processes [153,154], but also HHG emission from molecules
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themselves give information on their motion and structure [155,156]. Molecular HHG
spectroscopy [101, 157] is a method that uses HHG from molecules to determine
the electronic structure and nuclear dynamics of the molecules themselves. Broadly
speaking this is done by observing the chirped nature of the harmonics, generated
with different excursion times (short and long trajectories).
One of the issues facing molecular HHG spectroscopy and generally the use of
molecules for HHG, is that the majority of molecules are in solid/liquid form at room
temperature. Various methods such as using water and oil heating baths to evaporate
the required substance in to a molecular medium [158]. The experiments presented
in this chapter attempt to use ablation plumes as an alternative method to obtain a
gas phase like HHG target, specifically the ablation plumes of powdered uracil and
thymine will be investigated.
7.2 Uracil and Thymine
Figure 7.1: The molecular structures of uracil and thymine.
The molecular structures of uracil (C4H4N2O2) and thymine (C5H6N2O2) are de-
picted in figure 7.1. They are similar in composition. Thymine has the addition of
a methyl group (CH3) on the fifth carbon (ortho position) when compared to uracil.
Hence, uracil can be derived by methylation (removal of the methyl group) of thymine.
Uracil and thymine were chosen to carry out this experiment because of their active
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role in RNA and DNA. Uracil is one of the four nucleobases in the nucleic acid of
RNA and thymine the same for DNA.
One of the common mutations of RNA and DNA is as a result of the mutation
of uracil or thymine, respectively. These mutations occur in the presence of UV
light. The UV light forms uracil/thymine dimers which inhibit the normal function
of RNA/DNA [159]. Also, it is thought that thymine and uracil are the target of
5-fluorouracil (5-FU), a substance often used in cancer treatments [160, 161]. 5-FU
can be a metabolic analog of thymine, in the synthesis of DNA or uracil for RNA
synthesis. It is the substitution of these analogs that are thought to inhibit the
DNA/RNA synthesis of actively dividing cells, that cause tumors [160,161].
Therefore, any information on the molecular structures, which could be gained
from HHG spectroscopy, would be of biological interest. Previous Fourier transform
microwave spectroscopy measurements have been made on these molecules [162–164].
These studies used ablation techniques to produce molecular beams, however, these
methods seeded the molecules in an inert gas, this makes the density of these beams
low for HHG and also the inert gas may itself produce a HHG spectrum.
Both molecules are solids at room temperature with melting points of uracil: 335
◦C and thymine: 317 ◦C. Their vertical ionisation potentials are, for uracil, 9.6 eV
and for thymine, 9.2 eV [165].
7.3 Experimental Set-Up
As briefly mentioned, two driving beam conditions were used. The first was a 1 kHz
repetition rate, CPA, Ti:S laser (Red Dragon, KML Inc.), which is similar to the
laser system described in Chapter 3. This produces pulses with a 780 nm central
wavelength, 30 fs duration (60 nm bandwidth) and energy of 0.6 mJ. The pulses were
focused down into the plumes using a 200 mm focal length mirror. The intensity of
the driving laser beam in the plumes was estimated from using the cut-off from argon
spectra, to be ≈ 1 × 1015 W/cm2. The position of the focus relative to the plume
was chosen to maximise the HHG signal. Again, similar to the set-up described in
Chapter 3, part of the pre-compressed beam was picked off using a beam-splitter and
used as the ablation beam. The ablation beam had a pulse duration of 160 ps and
energy of 1.5 mJ. A variety of delay times were between the ablation and driving laser
beam, in the range of 25–80 nm. The spectra shown in this chapter was taken at the
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optimum delay time which was ≈ 60 ns. The ablation beam was focused (f = 400
mm lens) onto the targets, with a spot size of ≈500 µm resulting in an intensity of
2× 1010 W/cm2 on the surface of the target.
An alternative ablation beam was also used. This beam was obtained from a 10
Hz repetition rate, Q-switched, Nd:YAG laser, with a central wavelength of 1064 nm
and pulse duration of 10 ns. This ablation beam was focused (f = 400 mm lens) onto
the targets, giving an intensity of 1× 109 W/cm2. For these ablation pulses a delay,
before the fs driving pulses, that varied between 10–80 ns was used. The delay which
maximised the harmonic yield was used in each case, typically that was 35–40 ns .
Experiments were also performed using a commercial optical parametric amplifier
(OPA, HE-TOPAS, Light Conversion) as the driving beam. This system produced 40
fs pulses with a tuneable wavelength between 1200 nm and 1550 nm, with a maximum
energy at 1300 nm.
Again, similar to the set-up described in Chapter 3, a flat field spectrometer was
used to view the HHG emission. It comprised a flat field grating (1200 lines per mm,
Hitachi) and micro channel plate (Photonis USA, Inc.) coupled to a phosphor screen
and a CCD camera (PCO Pixelfly-USB).
7.3.1 Powder Targets
As previously mentioned thymine and uracil can be purchased in powder form (Sigma-
Aldrich, >99.0% purity). These powders were pressed, with several tonnes of pressure
in a dye and fly press. This formed powder tablets with a diameter of ≈ 2 cm and
thickness of ≈1.5 cm. Though the tablets keep their form well, they are not robust
enough to be lathed in the same manner that metal targets were. The tablets were
glued to the top of a metal rod which was then mounted onto a stepper motor for
rotation. As the targets could not be lathed there was a certain amount of ‘wobble’
from mounting them onto the rods. Best attempts were made to reduce this: whilst
the glue attaching the tablet was drying, the target was rotated and a He:Ne was used
to imitate the driving beam. The tablet was taped into place, before the glue dried.
This was done to give the best alignment and prevent the target from wobbling in
the He:Ne beam. The stability of the targets was such to produce a constant enough
plume, less than 10% variance in signal between frames (1000 shots of 1 kHz laser),
to observe spectra. However, as the powder ablated quickly the targets need to be
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Figure 7.2: Spatially integrated lineouts from HHG spectra obtained from uracil
ablation plumes using a) a 780 nm driving laser beam and b) a 1300 nm driving laser
beam. In both cases the ablation plume was generated using the pre-compressed 160
ps laser beam [167].
moved in x (up and down) quite frequently – every 3–4 seconds. Separate targets were
made for the thymine and uracil to avoid cross contamination of the target powders.
Small silicon slides (≈ 2×2 cm) were placed in the plume’s path, ≈ 4 cm away from
the target, to collect debris. These slides were later used to generate scanning electron
microscope (SEM) images of the debris. SEM is a microscopy method that scans over
the sample with a focused beam of electrons [166]. The electrons interact with the
atoms in the sample. How the electrons interact and the secondary electrons emitted
from the atoms can be analysed to build a picture of the topography and composition
of the sample. Typically the number of secondary electrons emitted depends on the
angle and distance at which beam met the surface of specimen. SEM images have a
resolution of up to 1 nm. As uracil and thymine do not interact with the electron
beam the samples had to be covered in a layer of gold before being scanned.
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Figure 7.3: Lineouts of uracil HHG spectra taken for a (red) 780 nm, 160 ps 1 kHz
ablation beam and for the same condition a (blue) 1064 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz beam. Both
were carried out with a 780 nm driving laser beam [167].
7.4 Results
Harmonics were generated from the uracil plume for a number of combinations of
ablation and driving laser beams. Figure 7.2 shows the harmonic spectra, integrated
over 1 second, generated with the 780 nm and 1300 nm driving laser beams. Both
the spectra were carried out with the pre-compressed 1kHz, 780 nm, 160 ps ablation
beam. As discussed in section 2.3.1, the harmonic intensity should scale as I ∝ λ−5.
The intensity therefore, of the 780 nm spectra, should have been ∼ 13× higher in
intensity than that of the 1300 nm spectra. However, as can be seen in figure 7.2 the
intensities were relativity similar for the two different driving conditions, with the
average intensity of the 780 nm only being ∼ 30% higher than that of the 1300 nm
spectra.
When the 1064 nm ablation beam was used the uracil harmonic spectra were
similar, however less intense. Figure 7.3 shows a comparison of the uracil for the two
ablation conditions, both taken with the 780 nm driving beam. It can be seen from
the spectra (integrated over 1 second (1000 shots)) that there is a very slight (∼ 0.3
nm) blue shift in the harmonic spectra for the 1064 nm ablation plume, implying the
possibility of more electrons, causing ionised-induced blue shifting (see section 2.2.7).
No spectra could be obtained for thymine under any of the experimental conditions.
This included all combinations of the different ablation and driving beams and delay
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Figure 7.4: SEM images of ×100k magnification of the uracil and thymine debris
carried out by the a) 780 nm, 160 ps, 1 kHz ablation beam and by b) the 1064 nm,
10 ns, 10 Hz ablation beam.
times between the two beams. To ensure that this was not an alignment issue, a
target with both a thymine and uracil tablet was made so only a transition in x
was made between the targets. No harmonics were found in thymine for the same
conditions as when spectra from uracil had been observed.
7.4.1 Uracil and Thymine Plume Analysis
The lack of thymine harmonics lead to more analysis of the plumes. Figure 7.4 shows
SEM images of ×100k magnification of the uracil and thymine debris carried out by
the a) 780 nm, 160 ps, 1 kHz ablation beam and by b) the 1064 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz
ablation beam. The debris was collected for ≈ 10 mins and the slides were in the same
position relative to each target. The images show a clear difference in the debris from
the two plumes. For both ablation conditions it can be seen that there is a higher
density of debris with uracil compared to thymine. The uracil debris also shows a
larger number of spheroidal particles, with sizes ranging between: 40–100 nm. In
thymine however, the deposits have more crystalline and sharp edged structures.
These experiments were carried out before the TOF described in Chapter 3 was
built. Therefore, it was not possible to produce time-of-flight for the exact experi-
mental conditions spectra were observed for. However, a very similar TOF in Madrid,
that the TOF built was based on, was used to analyse the plume. Details of this TOF
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Figure 7.5: Time-of-flight spectra for a) uracil and b) thymine carried out in Madrid
with a 1064 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz ablation beam [167].
can be found in ref [122]. A 1064 nm, 10 ns, 10 Hz laser in Madrid, was focused with
a f = 400 mm lens on the powder targets, producing similar intensities used when
the spectra were collected. The TOF spectra are shown in figure 7.5. The spectra
show the atomic mass of the ionised species and the intensity of the signal on the
TOF MCP. The intensity of these peaks give an indication of the quantity of the ions
in the plumes. The parent ions for a) uracil and b) thymine are marked as U and T.
The spectra show obvious differences in the plumes. The most noticeable feature
being the lack of ionised thymine in the thymine spectra, but uracil ions being present
for the uracil plume. The thymine spectra is dominated by lower mass species, pre-
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dominantly ionised carbon (14 amu) – but also hydrogen (1 amu), nitrogen (15 amu)
and oxygen (16 amu). Though in the uracil spectra these ions are present, there are
also heavier species present. These are most probably fragmented parts of the uracil
molecule, including ionised carbon monoxide (28 amu) and ethenedione, a dimer of
carbon monoxide (56 amu).
7.5 Discussion of Results
The SEM analysis of the plume debris does not distinguish between formations that
occur on the silicon slides and those that form in the plume. However, a clear differ-
ence in the debris between uracil and thymine can be seen. This shows the plumes do
differ substantially, despite their similar molecular composition. The crystalline struc-
tures from thymine heavily imply they have formed, from smaller structures/atoms,
on the silicon slide. Such structures have been known to form via the method of
self-assembly [168,169].
Though the TOF analysis gives no information on the neutral species in the
plumes, again a clear difference in the plumes of uracil and thymine can be seen. The
spectra clearly shows that for the nanosecond ablation conditions it is more likely
that thymine fragments into its individual atoms (H, C, N and O). These atoms are
likely to partake in self-assembly if on a surface, which is consistent with the SEM
data. The uracil spectra showed that some uracil molecules do survive the ablation
process and are ionised. It also shows that there is fragmentation, however not just
into the individual atoms but also in heavier species that include dimers and smaller
molecular structures – these could go on to form the nano-spheres seen in the SEM
images.
Though ionised uracil was present, the TOF spectra shows the plume is dominated
by many other molecular and atomic species. The harmonics produced may have come
from any of these molecules in the plume, or even the atoms. It has already been
shown that carbon can produce very efficient harmonics [13]. However, there was no
signal from the thymine, despite a large amount of carbon in the plume. This could
imply that the harmonics in the uracil are from the heavier species seen in the TOF
spectra and indeed the uracil molecule itself. It is also possible that due to significant
fragmentation, the free electron density in the thymine plume was high enough to kill
the harmonic generation (see section 2.2.7).
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7.6 Further Work
The results that are most significant for identifying the source of the harmonics are
those in figure 7.3. The spectra show distinctive increase in the harmonic signal
when the picosecond ablation beam was used. An analysis of the plume under these
conditions needs to be made. A comparison to that already made for the nanosecond
ablation beam would then show which species are predominant for the nanosecond
ablation and hence responsible for the harmonics. Until this is done there is no
conclusive evidence that the harmonics were produced from uracil molecules.
This work has demonstrated that if ablation plumes are to be considered as a
method of producing molecular mediums for HHG, more research needs to be done
on the plumes themselves. The building of the TOF for the labs here in the UK is
the first step towards this. With this TOF, more analysis of the charged components
of the plumes can be carried out. Analysis of the picosecond ablation conditions can
then be made. Once more is known about the plume, tailored ablation conditions
for producing ionised uracil and thymine molecules can be implemented. More also
needs to be known about the neutrals in the plumes. Again, the ablation condition
can then be tailored accordingly. The neutrals can be determined by setting up an
optical emission spectrometer (OES). Some attempts to install this on the bottom
of the newly built TOF were made, however, not enough light reached the flange
window for the experiments to be possible. The OES therefore needs to be set-up
inside the chamber. What would be more beneficial, would be to set-up the OES in
the HHG chamber. This would allow for direct, in-situ analysis of the plumes as the
harmonics are being generated.
This experiment does not rule out ablation plumes for the study of molecules.
Uracil and thymine were not chosen due to their ablation properties, they were chosen
due to their biological interest. It may have been more beneficial, for the first attempts
of molecular ablation plume HHG, to be carried out with molecules that are more
suited and robust to the ablation process. A possible molecule is beryllium oxide, this
is available in both solid and powder form. Beryllium oxide has the benefit of being
a very chemically stable oxide with a higher thermal conductivity than any other
non-metal except diamond [170]. For robust molecules such as this, the ablation
beam would play more the role of producing a plume of neutrals and lightly ionised
molecules, instead of damaging and fragmenting the molecules. Simulations of the
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plumes for different molecules or just for the heating intensities of the ablation beam,
would be helpful at identifying suitable molecules for producing plume.
7.7 Summary
This chapter presented results of the first attempts to study molecular HHG using
ablation plumes. It demonstrated successful targets can be made from powders.
Harmonics were seen in plumes made from uracil targets, however, no harmonics
were seen from a similar target made from thymine. This was a surprising find, as
the molecular composition of the two are similar. In an attempt to find the reasons
behind the lack of thymine harmonics TOF analysis of the plumes and SEM analysis
of the plume debris were made. This analysis found distinctive differences between
the plumes, with thymine showing evidence of more fragmentation than uracil. More
research needs to be done to identify which species were producing the harmonics
in the uracil plume and why there were no harmonics at all from thymine. Possible
methods to do this were suggested such as OES and using the newly built TOF.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
This thesis investigated both resonant and non-resonant HHG from ablation plumes.
A stable rotating target and screen system that allows for consistent, reproducible ab-
lation plumes was designed and built. This allowed for ablation plumes at a kilohertz
pulse repetition rate to be used for longer periods than in previous work, enabling bet-
ter experimental diagnosis of the harmonic emission. This improvement to stability
works towards making ablation plumes a viable alternative to HHG in gases.
The experiments in this thesis investigated both the microscopic and macroscopic
mechanisms of resonant HHG emission. Varying the driving beam ellipticity, CEP,
GDD and duration gave more insight into the possible Four Step Model mechanisms
(microscopic response). Through investigations of the harmonic yield in z and carry-
ing out spatial coherence measurements of resonant HHG emission, insight into how
resonant emission propagates (macroscopic response) was obtained.
The energy values of the resonant harmonics measured in indium, at 19.7 eV,
20.5 eV and 22.3 eV, are in good agreement with known autoionising-ground state
transitions for InII ions. This gives a strong indication that an autoionising state, as
predicted by the Four Step Model contributes to the resonant enhancements. That
both indium and zinc harmonics were sensitive to the ellipticity of the driving field
shows that free electron mechanisms are involved. This, again, is in agreement with
the theory of the Four Step Model.
However, as previously reported in manganese [14], the CEP scans showed that
the resonant harmonics were weakly CEP dependent, with indium showing no ob-
vious CEP dependence. The Four Step Model, however, predicts a stronger CEP
dependence than seen in experiment. Results from the wedge scans of indium showed
that there is a high dependence on the peak intensity of the driving IR beam and the
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harmonic yield. This was attributed to Keldysh parameter being ≈ 1 and the atomic
geometry of the ions. Therefore, the peak driving beam intensity effects may mask
the effects of CEP, which is why they were weaker than predicted. This was in line
with the findings that zinc was less intensity dependent in the wedge scan and more
CEP dependent in the CEP scan, than indium, for which the opposite was true.
The experiments also showed differences in the resonant spectra that have been
driven with few-cycle (3.5 fs) and multi-cycle (30 fs) pulses. Again, as previously
reported in manganese, when driving with a multi-cycle pulse there was more presence
of the non-resonant harmonics. The reasons for this were investigated further in the
wedge scans for zinc. The wedge scans showed that more non-resonant harmonics
were seen with zinc when the pulse duration was increased. Suggestions for further
work were given, which included adjusting the intensity of the driving IR beam to
remain constant throughout the scans, allowing the effect of pulse duration alone to
be studied in more detail.
The first ever measurements and investigation of the coherence properties of ab-
lation plume harmonics were also presented in this thesis. They showed that ioni-
sation, and hence production of free electrons of the plumes, had little effect on the
spatial coherence properties of the harmonics produced. This was attributed to the
times scales of the ionisation in the ablation process being large in comparison to the
timescales of the HHG process. The spatial visibility, V, measured for the resonant
harmonics proved high VZn = 0.74 and VIn = 0.66 and were better than those mea-
sured from argon gas harmonics VAr = 0.47, under similar experimental conditions.
This showed that ablation plumes harmonics can have as good, if not better spatial
coherence than gas harmonics. The results also showed that the mechanism behind
the resonant harmonics are coherent, which again is consistent with the Four Step
Model.
In each chapter further work was suggested for each experiment such as how to
improve the ablation beamline to allow for scans in z (see figure 4.12) and the sugges-
tion to have an attenuator to vary the intensity of the driving IR beam. One of the
main improvements needed is to characterise the ablation plumes better. A key step
towards this was the building the ion TOF spectrometer. Though, on the timescale of
this thesis, no complementary TOF spectra were obtained for the optimum HHG ex-
perimental conditions, the TOF construction is now complete. It will be important in
future experiments to use the TOF to know which ions are involved in the production
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of the harmonics. An in-situ optical emission spectrometer set-up was also suggested.
This is a relatively easy method of gaining insight into the neutral composition of the
plume. In addition to this, simulations of the plumes themselves would be insightful.
Attempts during this PhD were made to collaborate with theorists who already have
plume simulation programs for much longer ablation pulses. Discussions are currently
in progress.
Regardless of the exact plume composition, this thesis has presented a consider-
able amount of new data on the resonant HHG emission from zinc and indium. These
experiments demonstrated that these ablation plumes produce short wavelength ra-
diation that is spatially coherent, weakly CEP dependent, with emission in the 18–22
eV range, without the need for spectral filters. The next big step for ablation plume
HHG is exploiting these resonant properties and using them in a scientific application,
such as for pump-probe, molecular or surface science experiments.
Overall the research carried out in this thesis has shown ablation plumes are a
promising alternative to gases for HHG. At the time of writing, there is a global
shortage of neon consequently pushing up the price of use. The price of neon since
2014 has risen dramatically from ∼ $1, 000 for a 6, 000-liter bottle, to ∼ $6, 000 for
the same quantity in 2015 [171]. Investigating alternatives is thus particularly timely,
at the very least from a financial perspective. The new results obtained in this thesis
showed promising features of the emission from ablation plumes, which, with the
further work suggested, will hopefully result in new theoretical insight and help to
establish ablation plumes as a robust and versatile target medium for HHG.
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